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ABSTRACT

what can we do to make our city safer? The perception of the growing incidents of violence in

our society is becoming apartof our daily lives'' Wittt ttt" exodus of people and business from

the core, the area ur"oä", vulnerable to ihe most debilitating of modern factors: crime' Each

year,ascrimeandthefearofcrimeincreases,thecity'sreputationofbeingunsafebecomes
entrenched in the p";;;;. 

- 
e"opt" ur. b"ginning to fear ihe centre'2and once they begin to

fear, the trend is diff,rcult to reverse'

Inrecentyearstherehasbeenagrowingconsensusontheinterrelationshipofpublicviolence,
fear of crime and the built environment.3 one approach in addressing this belief is to

concentrate on where people fear crime and improve suctr places'a The design and arrangement

of streets, buildings and open space can play an import¿nt iole in making a city safer' Elements

of urban design 
"un 

i"rr.n the opportu;t f". crime, reduce fear and ultimately enable people

to take control oftheir neighbourhoods'

The purpose of this practicum isto examine urban design problems and benefits with respect to

personal safety in downtown Winnipeg. i'" practicum áescribes and evaluates unsafe places

in terms of various user-related planning and design issues as identified by users of the

downtown and through discussion and reports'

The practicum is organized as follows:.chapter I includes a literature review on the history of

personal safety, un u:*iyi. of the criminal, tehavior in the built environment' the fear of crime

and a criticur unuryrì, ãf the theori6 or ,ri-, prevention' Chapter 2 is a continuation of the

literature review dealing specifically with the ìole of planning and examples of other city

guidelines una poti"i.r." ettrrough tlhe bactground of thé practicum is an analysis of practice

across canada, Toronto has progresred tñ. furthest in developing design guidelines and

policies for its do*nto*n, unà th"r"fore merits the most detailed analysis' chapter 3 is a

description of downñn winnip.g and current riterature that has been developed by the city

inrelationtopersonalsafety.Chapter4isananalysisofunsafeandsafeplacesindowntown
Winnipeg with reference to literature and experien"L f'o* the other cities' This evaluation was

done by the author (a user of the oo*nto*nj as well as various downtown groups and through

discussion witfr otnÈr users of the downtowi' The analysis also includes recommendations on

how to improve locations anatvzed' t|1qî :'lÏl'*'r::,:?:T;i:"ï:ï-:". iîi:ffiT:il ;#;i'"J;ö, areas in which guidelines may be developed to be used.bv persons

influencing the design of the downtown, communicatión, and opportunities for further research

and policiJs based on personal safety in the downtown'

l. "Youth Gangs in Downtown Winnipeg"' CBC' Toronto' August l' 1995'

2. Fred, Tom. pa¡ks and Recrerri"", óì,f"rwinnipeg, InterviJw with author. winnipeg' Manitoba' Feb' 1995'

3 city of roronto, Planning ilï;tìõ;;"'

f ËiJk ?);îål;''.ä,Ì;i, Deve,opment De

(loronto, ON: GPO' 1992)' 2'
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Downtowns of the future will not be as they were in the past, nor will they be what they are

today. A downtown created in one era must now exist within a rudically different

environment. Downtown areas have been affected by superhighways which transport

people around (ærd sometimes over) the core itself. The automobile has made it easier for

people to live in the outlying suburban regions and commute to their job downtown. In

general, city centers have been impacted by suburbanization, with retail and industrial

growth occurring in the spacious and cheaper outlying lands. Meanwhile, the old core is

left to "rot" and become obsolete as building m¿uragers and city malragers alike struggle

with the costs of maintaining an aging infrastructure.

With the exodus of people and business from the core, the area becomes vulnerable to the

most debilitating of modem factors: crime. Each year, as crime and the fear of crime

increases, the city's reputation of being unsafe becomes entrenched in the populace. People

are beginning to fear the centre,sand once they begin to fear, the trend is diffrcult to reverse.

What can we do to make our city safer? The perception of the growing incidents of violence

in our society is becomin g a part of our daily lives.6 Reports of crime can be seen

consistently on television, can be heard hourly on almost every radio station, and

5. Fred, Tom. Parks and Recreation, City of Winnipeg, Interview with author. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Feb.

1995.
6. "Youth Gangs in Downtown Winnipeg," CBC, Toronto, August l, 1995.
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newspapers are full of reports of violence against persons. Even in Winnipeg reports of

personal assaults, gang related violence and murder are growing.T As a result, society has

developed a greater concern for personal safety. Personal safety is an issue that must be

addressed urgently as the downtown is an important symbol and represents the city's image

and identity.s In ,o.-ation, the centre of Winnipeg is no longer perceived as being safe

$4cKnight l99T &'Angus Reid, 1991).

In recent years there has been a growing consensus on the intenelationship of public

violence, fear of crime and the built environment.e One approach to addressing this belief is

to concentrate on where people fear crime and improve such places.t0 The design and

arïangement of streets, buildings and open space can play an important role in making a city

safer. Elements of urban design can lessen the opporlunity for crime, reduce fear and

ultimately enable people to take control of their neighbourhoods. The purpose of this

practicum is to examine urban design problems and benefits with respect to personal

safety in downtown Winnipeg. This practicum describes and evaluates unsafe places

in terms of various user-related planning and design issues as identified by users of

the downtown and through discussion and reports.

7. Michele Bent, Winnipeg' Police Deparhnent, 1995'

8. City of Winnipeg, Centre Plan ( Wiruripeg, MB: GPO, 1995)'23'
e City of torontð, Ètarurlng and Development Department, A Working Guide for Planning and Designing

Safer Urban Environments (Toronto, ON: GPO, 1992),2

tO. City of foronto, Planning and Development Departrnent, A Working Guide for Planning and Designing

Safer Urban Environments (Toronto, ON: GPO, 1992),2.
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Backsround

In 1991, the Winnipeg Social Planning Council (SPC) addressed safety for the f,rst time.

The SPC wïote a report, , which addressed their

safety concerns. The report concluded that Winnipeg had been built based on a principle of

function and beauty, and that it has done so at the expense of safety.ll Winnipeg has

implemented few guidelines for personal safety and security into the physical planning

process. The SPC report highlighted the need for personal safety standards relating to

design features such, as sightlines, signage, buitding security, parking lots, parking

structures, etc. The Fact Finding Group, a committee formed to write the report,

recommended that the City of V/innipeg incorporate personal safety and security objectives

into the revised Plan Winnipeg, making personal safety and security for women and

children a guiding principle.r2

In 1993, Plan Winnipeg adopted this recommendation and addressed personal safety under

the headings of Social Equity arñ Urban Development Management (p.66), Section B:

Downtown (p S6). This document developed policies that were committed to the belief

that every effort must be made to make Winnipeg a safe city; a city where people can use

public spaces, day or night. Plan Winnipeg therefore adopted strategies to improve safety,

both by the promotion of safety by the improvement of unsafe places by design.

rr Social planning Council, City of Winnipeg, A Safer Vy'innipeg for Women and Children (Winnipeg,

MB:GPO, l99l), vii.
12. Sociat Planning Council, City of Winnipeg, A Safer Winnipeg for Women and Children (Winnipeg, MB:

GPO, 1991), vii.
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Plan Winnipeg made specific reference to the downtown and acknowledged that in order for

the core to adequately function it is imperative that it be a safe place for residents, workers

and visitors. Urban design \ilas seen as one of the key issues in which measures could be

taken to improve personal safety. Plan Winnipeg also identified that downtown must not

only be a safe place, but it also mustbe perceived as such.

At the same time that Plan Winnipeg was released, the CentrePlan process was initiated.

CentrePlan is a community action plan directed by key downtown stakeholder and interest

groups. This document is a l5-year plan focusing specifically on revitalizing downtown

Wiruripeg. CentrePlan developed particular policies and strategies congruent with Plan

Winnipeg which addressed safety with specific reference to the central core.

Fracticum Process

This practicum has fow goals:

o To conduct an in-depth critical analysis of theories and practices that have

been used in the past and to research existing design guidelines and policies

. that reduce the opportunity for both actual crimes against persons as well as

the fear of crime.

o To conduct an analysis of the current downtown situation, including an

investigation of design features that present both constraints and

opportunities with regard to personal safety in the downtown.
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To suggest areas for future guidelines and to make recommendations on site

specific changes as an example for similar instances within the downtown

(based on the Toronto experience).

Finally, to develop a list of recommendations pertinent to the information

gathering, communication, implementation, and education process to

making downtown Winnipeg a safer place.

Limitations

personal safety, for the purposes of this practicum, includes crimes against a person such as

assault, rape and strong-armed robbery. Personal safety also includes the fear of crime that

a vulnerable person may perceive when moving through or in a space. It does not include

crimes against property unless they make a person fear for their safety in the area that the

crime occurred.

The practicum focuses on the design of the built environment, which includes buildings,

open Space, parking, streetscapes, signage, sightlines, etc. This practicum encompasses the

area defined by Centreplan. (Assiniboine River / Red River / Balmoral Street / The

University of Winnipeg / Notre Dame / Princess I Logan Street). The literature review

included information from the City of Calgary, the City of Edmonton, the City of Toronto

and the City of Vancouver. Areas evaluated included downtown streets, open space,

parking garages, residential areas, the University of Winnipeg, the Exchange District and

the business district. This study evaluates issues pertinent to downtown V/innipeg only.
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Organization

The practicum is organized as follows:

o Chapter I includes a literature review on the history of personal safety, an analysis

of the criminal, behavior in the built environment, the fear of crime and a critical

analysis of the theories of crime prevention.

o Chapter 2 is a continuation of the literature review dealing specifically with the role

of planning and examples of other city guidelines and policies. Although the

analysis of this practicum is an analysis of practice across Canada, Toronto has

progressed the furthest in developing design guidelines and policies for its

downtown and therefore merits the most detailed analysis.

o Chapter 3 is a detailed description of downtown Winnipeg and cunent literature that

has been developed by the City in relation to personal safety.

o Chapter 4 is an analysis of unsafe and safe places in downtown Winnipeg with

reference to literature and experience from the other cities. This evaluation was

done by the authorl3 as well as various downtown groupsto and through discussion

with other users of the downtown. The analysis also includes recommendations on

how to improve locations analyzed.

Chapter 5, the final chapter, includes recommendations to develop an educational

strategy, areas in which guidelines may be developed to be used by persons

t' 
Sha.on Mittmann

ra 
See Chapter 4, Introduction for listing of user groups.
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influencing the design of the downtown, communication, and opporhmities for

further research and policies based on personal safety in the downtown.
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CHAPTER 1-

LITERATURE REVIE\ry

THEORY
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The following chapter is an analysis of the relationship between crime, the fear of crime and

the environment, followed by an examination of crime prevention theories by planners,

researchers, psychologists and criminologists. The following theories were chosen because

of their relevance to crime prevention for personal safety as well as their pertinence in both

establishing a theoretical base to perform an analysis of downtown Winnipeg and in

developing recommendations to make downtown Winnipeg a safer place.

1.2 THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF BEHAVIOR

Behavior is defined as a product of the interaction between the organism (in this case

human) and the environment (example: the downtown as defined by Winnipeg's

CentrePlaÐ.ls The organism is equipped to receive signals or messages from the

environment and to respond to these signals through behavior. Behavior is the way in

which the organism adjusts, adapts and responds to the environment. Behavior can be

defured as a mediating process between the physical environment and the self. Behavior

can also be seen as a decision making process based on past and present experiences. The

human organism has an input/ouþut process. The essential aspects to the process are: input

or receptors, organization or connections, and ouþut and efÊects. The input system consists

of specialized sensory organs which are sensitive to specific properties of the environment.

t' 
C. Ray Jeffrey, Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (California: Sage Publications, 1971):

214.
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Example, the eye is sensitive to light, the ear to sound, the skin to pressure and so on'

Throughthesereceptorsystemswemakecontactwiththeenvironment.

people are significantly influenced by their environmentl6' Research has shown that:

By studying the urban environment one can conjecture that the way we design our

surroundings significantly influences the crime rate and type of crime' When buildings are

constructed they can create potentially unsafe spaces by, for example' presenting corridors

and passageways that are hidden from the public view' Physical isolation from others and

reduced traffrc Promote crime' 
18

The environment can influence a criminal in two ways' The first is through the physical

environment by creating opportunities þr a criminal act to take place through a series of

responses to the environmenf. Negative characteristics of the physical environment

includes noise pollution, overcrowding and refuge' The second is through social

interactions and by providing a social relationship to which individuals respond' Negative

characteristics of the social environment include alienation' loneliness' anxiety and

16 Ray Jeffrey,
: Sage Publications, 1971):

'i\.**Jeftey, crime prevention Through Environmental Design (california: sage Publications' 1971):

?Jå ** Jeffrey, crime prevention Through Environmental Design (carifomia: sage publications, lgTl):

214

on to environmental influences;

even the genetic structure of inheritance is dependent upon environmental

conditioning. The psychologist has shown the importance of environmental

conditionin8,and-*'p"sychologists"todayregardbehaviorasman'svv¡rer!rv¡4+¡Ò) 
---' 

- t7

adaptation to environmental conditionil
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dehumanization. Creating an environment which enhances social interaction and hence

safety through concepts such as outdoor cafes or street vendors provides society with the

opportgnity to interact as well as develop a sense of communityle on the streets.2O

1.3 THE CRIMINAL

For the purpose of this practicum, pertinent criminal acts are crimes against persons.

This includes assault, pursesnatching, rape and any act that intentionally harms a

person or makes a person fear for their safety.

ffi protection is sought is a form of aberrant behavior

defined by society as anti-social and for which it is willing to inflict

punishment. How serious a society views particular antisocial behaviors is
^indicated 

by priorities within police budgets. There seems to be a general
-J Í--------- .- ¡ v . .)l

movement towards developing preventative policies for public protectionÍ

When designing for personal safety, one must look at the criminal. What action does the

criminal take when entering the potential site? Researchers found that a criminal forms a

mental picture of the site and pinpoints any potential access area." The criminal then

evaluates the access routes to and away from the site and any obstacles and barriers that

might hinder an escape. The criminal is also interested in the risk and the convenience of

the act.

re Community is defined by a sense of territory, a felling of belonging'
, nãV i"fft"í, Crime prev;ntion Through Environmental Design (California: Sage Publications, 1971):

2t4.
it. 

J. C.Moughtin, .,Towa¡ds an lmproved and Protected Environment," (received from the City of Toronto

Planning and Development Departrnent)'
22 Ratplitaylor and Stephen Gãtrfried, Temple University Social Psychology Deparnnent.. 1984.
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Others further suggest that criminals ask themselves strategic questions. For example:

o What is the social climate of the area? Are people staring at me and

questioning me, or can I go about my business ignored by others? 
23

Criminals like concealment. Criminals look for certain architectural features next to a

potential site, such as windows that are hidden behind tall fences or darkly lit alleyways.

Potential criminals also look for areas with poor surveillance that are somewhat deserted.

Criminals avoid areas where there are many "eyes".24

I.4 FEAR OF CRIME

Fear of crime is as important an issue as crime itself. Fear of crime destroys the most

important element necessary for a successful city: the assumption that strangers on the

street are potential allies rather than enemies. Fear of crime is often associated with the fear

for one's safety, especially safety from violent crime and harassment in public. In urban

areas the fear of crime is as much a problem as the actual crime itself.2s The fear of crime

affects the behavior of individuals. People may shun certain necessary events because they

fear for their personal safety. For example, individuals may avoid taking night courses,

may refuse to take a job that involves working late in an unsafe neighbourhood, may take a

taxi instead of using their car or public transit, may shun outdoor activities and may not

allow their children to play outdoors. According to a thorough study of the causes and

23'Edward Krupat, "Designing to deter crime," Psycholog,v Today (21 October, 1987): 60.
to 

Sally Merry, V/ellesly College, Anthropology Departrnent, 1983.
2t' 

Gerda R. Wekerle and Carolyn Whitzman, Safe Cities: Guidelines for Planning Design and Management

(Toronto: Van Noshand Reinhold, 1995), 2.
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effects of the fear of crime, women are more likely to use this "avoidance strategy" that

keeps them away from problematic places and situations, while men are more likely to use

"active strategies", such as taking self-defense courses 
26.

Jane Jacobs describes fear of crime in her seminal 1 961 book; The Death and Life of Great

American Cities:

Today barbarism has taken over many city streets, or people fear it has,

which comes to much the same in the end. "I live in a lovely, quiet

residential area." says a friend of mine who is hunting for another place to

live. "The only disturbing sound at night is the occasional scream o

Someone being mugged." It does not take many incidents of violence on a

city street, or in a cþ district, to make people fear the streets. And as^Jhey

fear them, they use them less, which makes the street still more unsafe. 
27

CRIME FORCES
PEOPLE OFF
TI{E

INCREASE
IN CRIME

Figure 1.I-Circle of Crime

STREETS
BECOME
EMPTY

Designers note women's fear most because they have the notion that creating an

environment that is safe for women is creating an environment that is safe for all. Women

are more apt to fear that they are unsafe in an environment than men. Alice Coleman

'u' City of Toronto, Planning and Development Deparhnent, A Working Guide for Planning and Designing

Safer Urban Environments (Toronto, ON: GPO, 1992),3.

"' JaneJacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Vintage Books, 1969), 30.
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(1984), proposed theories of the relationship befween crime, fear and the built environment.

Her research focused mainly on women and their fears in public space. She wrote that:

....because \¡'/omen cannot lead their lives if they are fearful of all men all the
time, in order to maintain an illusion of control over their safety they need to
know where and when they may encounter'dangerous men' in order to avoid
them. To do this they develop mental images of where violence occurs
which are developed through the complex interactions and cumulative effect
of first and second hand information sources.2s

Women particularly anticipate themselves to be at risk in several distinct types of places.

These include: multi-story car parks alleys, public transport, subways (both waiting for the

bus or train and dwing the journey); open spaces (parks, woods, canals, the countryside)

and pathways.2e

ln a recent national study3o of 12,300 women over the age of 18 conducted by Statistics

Canada, 60%owere fearful of walking alone in their neighbourhood at night. Walking alone

to a car in a parking garage generates the highest level of fear.

tt' Gill Valentine, "Women's Fea¡ and the Design of Public Space," Built Environment 16, No 4 (1986):289.
tn Gill Valentine, "Women's Fear and the Design of Public Space," Built Environment 16, No 4 (1986): 288.
30 

Statistics Canada, Fear of Crime 1994

Walking alone in her area

after dark

V/aiting for/using public
transportation alone at night

Walking alone to her car
in the parking garage

When home alone in
the evening

Figurel.2
Percent women 18

years and over
who feel woried
in certain
situations.
Adapted from
Statistics Canada.
The Violence
Against Women
Survey, "The
Daily" Catalogue

lNo. n-oo lE.
908070605040302010
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1.5 THEORIES OF CRIME PREVENTION

The following subsections are a review of theories of crime prevention that have been

derived from planners, psychologists and criminologists. The following theories are

relevarit to changing the environment and do not focus specifically on changing the social

development of society.

Reform the environment arid not the man...

Don't attempt to reform the man. An adequately organized environment
will permit humanities original innate capabilities to become successful.
Politics and conventionalized education has sought erroneously to mold or
reform humanity, i.e., the collective individual.

My philosophy and strategy confine the design initiative to reforming only
the environment in contradiction to the almost universal attempts of humans
to reform and resfain other humans by political actions, laws and codes.3l

1.5.1 Jane Jacobs

Jane Jacobs is one of the first writers to address personal safety and its relationship to

design in her book The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961). In the city we lack

the personal identification a¡rd trust in others necessary for controlling deviant behavior.

Peace is kept by voluntary controls enforced by citizenry. Mutual aid can be a great

deterrent to crime, providing individuals accept the responsibilities to protect each other.

Jacobs theorized that the way in which people perceive the City depends on the streets and

sidewalks.

3t R. Buckminister Fuller, Utopia on Trial, 1969. p.48
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The first step in addressing safety, therefore, is the streets. She criticized that modem

designs have undermined the ability of residents to observe public streets and activity which

in turn has broken down informal social control of criminal activity.3z By themselves,

sidewalks and streets mean little but it is how they interact with the building and the

building function that makes them active and safe.

Jacobs hypothesized that isolated, unused and nonfrnctional streets are usually city streets

that are unsafe. Streets that have pedestrian and vehicular traffic, that also have shops and

cafes open late atnight and which have residents living in apartments overlooking the street

level are generally safe streets. She advocates that breaking down isolated and private

spaces to create communal areas could establish interpersonal contacts, thus promoting

natural surveillance and social cohesion.33 Streets that are used for both residents and

commercial uses are perceived as being safe.

Jacobs has three principles which, if implemented, will promote a safe street. The first is

that there must be a cleqr understanding by the people using the qrea as to what is private

and what is public spoce. Public and private space have a tendency to merge into each

other as they do in a suburban areas. The second aspect of creating a street thqt is safe is to

høve "eyes on the street". Typically, these "eyes" belong to the natwal proprietors of the

street. This means that to ensure safety for both residents and strangers, buildings must be

oriented to the streets. Generally individuals like to "people watch" given the opportunity.

" Gill Valentine, "Women's Fear and the Design of Public Space," Built Environment 16, No 4 (1986): 288.
33'Gill 

Valentine, "Women's Fear and the Design ofPublic Space," Built Environment 16, No 4 (1986): 288.
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The third aspect is that the street must h(Ne continuous use in order to keep "eyes" on the

street þr as much of the day and night as possible. This is most challenging in densely

commercial areas where traffic is reduced after business hours.

Jacobs main focus was on the components of the city and how they interact with each other

through their uses, but she also looked at other environments such as open space and how

they are incorporated into the greater city life. She criticized open spaces that are part of

large offrce building developments that are only used in the day and become deserted at

night as these form excellent places for criminals to loiter after office hours.

1.5.2 \ililliam Hillier

Hillier believes that "movement" (meaning activity) is fundamental to space in order for it

to be crime free. Cities are "movement economies" in which the pattern of motion

determines the grid and location of facilities such as shops, offices, restaurants and cinemas

within it. With a team of researchers at University College in London, U.K., he developed a

theory called "Configwational Analysis" (CA). CA's primary function is to predict the

amonnt of movement, be it pedestrian or vehicular, in any settlement by analyzing its layout

via a network of lines and sights (streets and views). Using this technique Hillier found

that the layout and configuration of a city c¿rn, on its own, account for as much as tlree

quarters of the distribution of the traffic. Although local circumstances can vary, in effect

the pattem of movement generally shows a strong correlation with that of crime3a. His

'o' William Hillier, Making Decisions on a Safer City (London: Cambridge University Press, 1986),29.
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correlation shows that crime is more likely to høppen in areas where "movement" is at a

minimum. Reintegrating buildings into more visible surroundings is what designers should

be doing to encourage routes through the neighbowhoods. The more people that are around

the less likely it is for crime to occur. The large sums of money spent to improve security

throughthe forhess approach (see section 1.5.7) have been largely wasted as they reduce

the amount of activities and create those isolated spaces for which criminals hope. Hillier

uses examples of traditional cities inwhichevery "convex space", i.e. any space inwhich

one or more points can be seen from every other point. This means that all points of the

space are under surveillance and therefore naturally policed. Concave spaces, i.e. opposite

of convex shapes, create entrapment spots and reduce the opportr-rnity for surveillance.

In order to create a safe environment we must be able to separate the relationship between

space and the function that a space assumes. Hillier feels that planners have been planning

cities poorly from this perspective. He feels that planners and designers make mistakes by

trying to force activities into areas to which they are structurally unsuited. For example,

creating streets that are to be used by pedestrian that have small or no sidewalk space, no

seating and a large roadway for cars.

1.5.3 Oscar Newman, Defensible Space

Architect Oscar Newman studied crime prevention in residential environments. His

theories, however, could be applied to the city. Newman believes that the proper design,
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one that fosters "defensible space," arouses the strong, but latent, territorial feelings of

residents, which stirs them into protection their environment. Defensible space is a means

of restructuring the residential environments of our cities so they can again become livable

and self-controlled. Controlled, that is, not policed, by a community of people sharing a

common terrain.3s

Defensible space is the combination of real and symbolic barriers, defined areas of

residential influence and improved opporfunities for surveillance, which together bring the

environment under the control of its residents. Four levels of space are recognized: private,

semi-private, semi-public and public. Space becomes defensible, to one degree or another,

when a resident takes an interest in it by establishing surveillance and making it proprietary

territory. Space becomes indefensible when no one is encouraged to take responsibility for

activities that take place there.36

Newman's first principle involved the notion that a space should be designed to create

continuous opportunity þr people to see and be seen. In other words "natural

surveillance'| When potential criminals feel they can be watched, it makes them feel more

anxious and they fear being identified and caught. His second principle is based on the

concept that people must feel a sense of place or territory so that they may be willing to not

only watch but protect their environment by either intervening or reporting the crime. His

20

35' 
Oscar Newman, Defensible Space Q.{ew York:

33. Oscar Newman, Defensible Space (New York:
The MacMillan Company, 1972),2.
The MacMillan Company, 1972),3
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thirdwas of location: the designing or situoting of projects toface busy roads or areas that

are perceived as safe.37

Newman's theories were based on four elements of physical design which act individually

or in combination to contribute to the creation of secure environments:

Territory - a sense of territory must be felt by the residents of a

neighbourhood in order for them to protect their environment. Promotion
proprietary attitudes must be accomplished among residents.

Nøtural Surveillønce - The design of residential and commercial
neighbourhoods so that communal space faces outward to the street to create

natural surveillance. Positioning of apartments must allow visibility of the

street at all times.
Imøge - The use of building and public forms to avoid the stigma of low
income housing.
Milieu- The locating of residential units into a city centre.38

His principles of image and natural surveillance can be applied to the downtown situation,

however, territory is somewhat more difficult to accomplish when there is a definite lack of

ownership and an abundance of "strangers in the ared', such as is the case in the

downtown.

However important Oscar Newman's findings are, he believes that a safe neighbourhood

was one that had a segregated society. Newman felt that exposure to different classes and

people propagates the likelihood of being hurt rather than being stimulated. He did see the

37' 
Oscar Newman, Defensible Space (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1972),3.

"' Gury Pannier, Design Against Crime (London: Butterworth, 1983), 8
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need for shangers to meet but he felt that strangers should have a similar background in

order for there to be a safe environment.3e

Newman focused mainly on the buildings and the architecture while ignoring the streets and

their system as a whole. Newman developed large high-rise residential housing following

the notion that areas with dense populations were safer. However, he surrounded them by

large open spaces in which there were large areas of land and very little pedestrian density.

Newman's design strategy is also more concerned with improving property than personal

safety.a0 Some of his work suggest conflict with designs to improve women's sense of

security. For example, symbolic barriers such as walls and hedges are advocated to deter

intruders from invading private territory, but for women these features are threatening

because they provide potential places for attackers to conceal themselves.al Newman did

not rule out the use of fences and surveillance tools, but his main focus was to find ways in

which the structure of the environment could be changed so that it would not attract

criminal behavior. Ideally, it would enable residents to control access to their homes and

the use of surrounding areas.a2

'n Ali"" Coleman
oo Ali"" coleman
ot'Alice 

Coleman
o'' G*y Pannie¡ Design Against Crime (London: Buttenvorth, 1983), 10.
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1.5.4 William Whyte

William 'Wh¡e's 
focus is mainly on the centoe of cities. He spent many years researching

and documenting peoples movements in the downtown. He observed street comers, the

interchanges of people and watched where and how people observed each other. Whyte

found that there was too much empty space and not enough people. This is particularly the

case in smaller cities such as Winnipeg.

It is well known that smaller cities are friendlier than big ones. But are

they? Our research on street life indicates that, if anything, the reverse is
more likely to be the case. As far as interaction between people is
concerned, there is markedly more of it in big cities - not just in absolute
numbers but as a proportion of the total. In small cities, by contrast, you see

fewer interchanges, fewer prolonged good-byes, fewer street conferences,
fewer 100 percent locations, for that matter. Individually, the friendliness
quotient of the smaller might be much higher. a3

William Whyte believed that crime was apt to occur in many difflerent instances and that

people themselves were the best deterrents of crime. He is a true believer of building an

environment that promotes the use of people. However, in order for there to be natural

surveillance there must be opportunities for people to gather, sit and be spectators. Many

cities and spaces have been designed to deter people from being there: low concrete fences

with metal spikes to deter people from sitting; locked gates in courtyards; lack of seating in

public open space etc. 'Without the opporfunity, there can be no natural surveillance.

n'' Williato Whyte, Citv: Rediscovering the Cenhe (New York: Doubleday, lg80),124.
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Whyte feels that spaces and their arnenities must be designed better. Site furniture must

become visible fumiture. After much research and observation he developed guidelines that

included benches, public space, walkways, skywalks etc. When people attempted to

remove what Whyte called the "undesirables" from the environment by use of techniques

such as shortening benches and creating large open spaces with little opporrr:nity to sit,

designers also create spaces that deter the average person.

1.5.5 C. Ray Jeffery, Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CpTED)

CPTED was initially derived by C. Ray Jeffery, a psychologist who subsequently

specialized in criminology and the administration of criminal justice. Jeffery hypothesized

that behavior "is a response to environmental opportunities rather than a characteristic of the

individual offended"aa. Effective use of the built environment can lead to a reduction in the

fear and the incidence of crime as well as an improvement in the quality of lifeas

Through CPTED Jeflery encompasses a broader set of techniques than defensible space.

Defensible space was adapted to residential areas and included a set of territorial feeling by

residents. CPTED went beyond the residential environment and is a more suitable process

of research for school and commercial sites and downtown's; all places where territorial

feeling is less natural due to the lack of sense of ownership in these places. CpTED

includes two notions: the first is the recognition that the physical environment can be

11 : T"llfg:y's, Crine Prevention Through Environmental Design (Califomia: Sage pubticarions, l97t): ii"' Peel CPTED Committee, Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (Brampton, ON: GpO 1994):
I.
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manipulated to produce behavioral fficts that will reduce the fear and incidents of crime

while improving the quality of lfe; and second, providing a conceptualframeworh derived

from this insight, serves to develop and ensure a better designed propert/6

CPTED builds a safer city by working with factors that govern our physical environment;

that is, zoning byJaws, building regulations and design guidelines. CPTED tends to þcus

on the design of the built environment, as opposed to reþrming the social structure.

Cities involved in crime prevention initiatives often start with the built environment. They

recognize that buildings, streets and open space are not merely the setting in which crime

occws but that the fabric of the design of public places can deter crime activity and enhance

urban safety. CPTED involves detailed situational crime analysis to identifu localized

pattems and micro-environmental conditions that might be creating opportunities for crime

to occur. This entails close observation of urban space as it is used and attention to the

social and cultural definitions of how it should be usedaT

Beginning with changes to the physical environment, communities very
directly address the breakdown of physical and social civility that is
produced of urban decay and is experienced as a breakdown in municipal
guardianship of the public realm.as

a6'Peel CPTED Committee, Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (Brampton, ON: GPO 1994):

l.
n'' 

GerdaWerkle and Carolyn Whitznan, Safe Cities(Toronto: Van Nosfrand Reinhold, 1995): 12.
as 

Gerda Werkle and Carolyn Whitzrnan, Safe Cities (Toronto: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1995):12.
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CPTED focuses on intervening at the stage when the criminal is searching for a target rather

than after the crime is committed, as follows:

The Process to Commit a Crime

Social Motivation
Decision to Commit a Crime

J
Search for a Target

Factors

CPTED Intervention Locate a Target

Traditional Crime
Prevention and

Attempt to Commit a Crime
Completion of Crime

J
Apprehension
Conviction
SentencingInterception

Figure I .3 (Chart by Safer City Task Force, City of Vancouver, Jan. 1993, p.123 .)

The original approach by CPTED falls short on.certain vital aspects. Originally it did not

incorporate the fear of crime and the difîerent kinds of fear felt by various vulnerable

groups.

CPTED also focused primarily on reducing property crimes: there was no
acknowledgment that violent crime prevention in wban public space might
require difFerent measures. The association of CPTED with outside experts,
architects, security consultants, or police, who would analyses the built
environment and make recommendations for simple, physical, one-time-
only changes, was athactive to the properÍy managers or building owners,
but tended to alienate tenants and community residents. This approach
ignored the need to build community and involve key stakeholder in
developing solutions to crime prevention and in implementing them in the
long runae

ae 
Gerda Werkle and Carolyn Whitanan, Safe Cities (Toronto: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1995): 13.
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The traditional CPTED approaches, however, have shifted in focus. The Safer Cities

approach often incorporates community involvement combined with design changes. In the

updated theory the fear of crime has been included as an important issue.

1.5.6 Situational Crime Prevention (SCP)

SCP refers to the preventative approach that relies not on improving society and the

incidents of crime, but on reducing the opportunity for crime. The term was developed by

architect Ronald V. Clark (1980).

SCP is defined as:

...the use of measures directed at highly specific forms of crime which
involve the management, design or manipulation of the immediate
environment in which crimes occur in a systematic and permanent way as

possible.so

SCP follows certain assumptions. The first is that the ffinder is free ønd active and

chooses to commit crime and that the offense is made in response to the immediate

circumstances. There is little emphasis placed on the offender's past. This means that the

crime committed is assumed to be a product of the environment and not the criminal's

history. The second assumption is that the motivation of the criminal to offend is seen as

dependent on the calculations of cost and reward rather than the result of inheriting or

acquiring a disposition to offend

to 
Kevin Heal and Gloria Laycock, Situátional Crime Prevention From Theory into Practice. (London: Her

Majesty's Stationary Office, 1986): 42.
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The difference between SCP techniques and CPTED is that the latter tends to focus more on

the built envkonment and the relationship between human behavior to the built

environment. On the other hand, SCP, can at times include radar traps, motor speed

reduction and many more. This form of crime prevention includes the use of hardware to

prevent the intrusion of crime and the adaptation of new technology such as closed-circuit

television (CCTV) cameras and alarms.

The SCP theory creates a model for action which can be used in everyday planning practice.

The first step in developing the model is to gain a knowledge of the incidents. This

includes creating an information base that can be organized under the following headings:

VVhøt happened - This can include the damage that has been done but may also

include a detailed account of the series of events that led up to the crime as well
as any subsequent events.

Where ìt høppened - Tlne exact location and any other locations that were relevant

to the incident.
When the event occurued - Was it day or night? Is there an exact time in which the

event happened or is there a period of time that the event could have taken place.

ll/ho was involved - There may be one oflender or there may be many. There may

be one or more victims. There may be a witness to the event.

Physical Environment - Thtts will include the physical environment and its
relationship to the surroundings. It will also include the conditions found at the

time (eg., weather, time, lighting)
Social Envíronmenl - Who else was about at the time of the incident and what they

were doing? Were there police around, business workers, what kind of crowd

was it?51

sr' Kevin Heal and Gloria Laycock, Situational Crime Prevention From Theory into Practice (London: Her

Majesty's Stationary Offtce, 1986), 27 .
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Heal and Laycock note that often police records are inadequate to provide all the necessary

information, therefore it is worth studying the police statements made by the witresses and

victims of the crime. They often mention items that would influence crime, but not be

recorded, such as weather and the emptiness of the streets.

1.5.7 The Fortress Approach

The "fortress approach" is the addition of details such as shutters, bars, fences, gates and

security systems that not only hinder criminals from entering but also create a secluded

environment for the individuals inside. In this case there is a lack of interaction with the

outside world. There is an assumption that any non-resident person entering the "fortress"

is acriminal and should be kept away, but inrealitythis is not so. There must be better

ways to design safe neighbourhoods than to gate them up and lock people away for their

own good.s2

1.5.8 Summary

The following chart is a comparison of the theories and methods of crime prevention and

how they relate to each other. Each theory has advantages in preventing crime, however,

each of the discussed theories are unique in their realm of prevention:

29

52 David Dillon, "Fortress America" (City of Vancouver Library)
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Jane Jacobs

Bill Hillier

OscarNewman
Defensible Space

William Whyte

Crime Prevention
Through
Environmental
Design

Situational Crime
Prevention
Site specific

Fortress
Approach

Dealt with the components of the
city such as streets, open space etc.
What is the image of the city?

Movement of people, cars, predictors.
Howpeople move through space.

Based theory on territorial feeling,
which brought on natural surveillance.
Looked at building design and layout
only. Specifically notedresidential
environments with little reference to
areas with mixed or altemative use.

Looked at use of space and its
compatibility to people's use. Places
that promoted use were of value. For
example, seating areas, places to
conference, enlarged comers at road
crossings to enhance opportunity for
conversations.

No territorial feeling necessary.
Specializes in laws, zoning byJaws
etc. that deal with the physical
environmenf.

Deals with the physical
environment once it has been built
with no reference to the criminal's past
or social background. Prevention
method.

Reducing the opporfunity for a
"potential criminal" to enter the
properly. Produces a secluded
environment.
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Table 1.5.8 Comparison of Crime Prevention Theories

Criteria Jane Jacobs BillHillier William
Whyte

LJSCAT

Newman.
Defensible

Space

C Ray
Jeffries
CPTED

SCP
Fortress

Approach

Social Behavoir O o o
Territorial Feelíng o o

Fear of Crime o o o
The Criminal o o o

Land Use o Resi?ential ntl#¿ use ResiRntial

Physical Design o o o o o o
Micro-environement o o o

Movement o o
Overall Design o o
Components o o O o o

Hardware o o
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATT]RE REVIEW

PRACTICE
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

Planners, architects, developers, etc., influence the physical environment by design of

space. These individuals can contribute to designing an environment that include buildings,

open space, street layouts and fixtures that make crime less likely to occur.

The following chapter contains an analysis of crime prevention methods across Canada.

Cities evaluated include:; Toronto, Edmonton, Calgary, and Vancouver. Upon

' completion of the analysis it was noted that Toronto was the most active in its analysis

: ¿¡1d recommendations on site specific locations and general policies. It was for this

: reason that Toronto was analyzed to the largest extent. Calgary, Edmonton and
,

i Vancouver have followed in Toronto's footsteps and therefore have similar policies anã

.,. guidelines. Crime prevention methods are fairly new in all of these examples (1991) and

' 
each city is still in the process of developing a method of implementation. Each city has

.

, ¡aken a unique approach to how they gather information and how they implement

', changes.

: There are almost as many definitions of planning as there are planners. One view of

: planning is that it is the process by which resources are distributed. Planning can be

!i described as:

i) ...an organized, intelligent attempt to select the best available altematives
to achieve specific goals.s3

53. A. Waterston, Development Plaruring, Lessons and Experience (Baltimore: John Hopkins University
Press, 1965),26.
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ii)...a process of organized human activities with a view to achieving
conscious and systematic adjustrnents between aims and means and
more specifically between expenditures and resource. Planning is
therefore focused on two principles...coherence (decisions should be

compatible with each other and consistent with available resources) and
efficiency (no means should be selected if there is a more effective one
to achieve a given objective). 5a

iii) In a generic sense planning is a method of decision-making that proposes

or identifies goals or ends, determines the means or programs which
achieve or are thought to achieve these ends, md does so by the
application of analytical techniques to discover the fit between ends and

means and the consequences of implementing alternative ends to

-"*r.tt
iv) Planning should be seen as a manifestation of the ever growing tendency

to consciously organize human activity....a continuous search for
effrciency in its broadest sense.56

In any planning process it is important to understand firstly, where you want to go and

secondly, how you intend to get there.sT One must start with a vision for the future and a

plan or strategy on how to achieve this vision. When referring to crime we hope to create

an environment that deters the opportunity of crime. This will be achieved through public

awareness of crime prevention strategies and a list of guidelines that outline safe and unsafe

space and building design.

The approach for planning crime prevention is to determine the areas of concern and then to

attempt to introduce a coordinated approach. Past experiences should be reviewed to allow

for refinement of future approaches to the problem of crime. A number of cities have

54. United Nations Research Institute for Social Development, Framework for Analysis of Decision-Making
in the Social Sectors, (Geneva: GPO, ), l.
55. Herbert i. Gans- "Social Plannins and Urban Plannins-" Intemational Encvclonedia of Social Sciences

ll/12 ed. David L. Sills (New York: The MacMillian Company and the Free Press, 1968)

56. J. Tinbergen, "Economic Planning: Western Europe, "unknown (date), 103.

57. City of Wiruripeg, Centre Plan ( Winnipeg, MB: GPO, 1995), 10.
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prepared design guidelines with a hope to improving downtown safety. These guidelines

include:

encouraging natural surveillance of the full length of streets to deter
opportunistic crime
co-ordinate the safety of people and property (high security fences and
blocked-off rear doors and windows increase building security but
reduce safety for pedestrians and employees)
provide good maintenance, not only to improve the appearance o
neglected areas but also to prevent their giving offsignals of neglect and
insecurity to p?^ssers-by; and ensure that solving one problem does not
create another.ss

Planners influence the form taken by development in a number of ways. Firstly through

positive planning; that is, during the preparation of development plans. No matter what

þrm plans take in the future, as.far as personal safety is concerned, the principle remains

the same: positive plans should contain policies and advocate strategies which contribute

to the planning of a safer environment.

The second way in which planning can influence development is through the desígn

guidance given to developers, builders and architects. Such design guidance should give

clear standards of designfor the development of a safe and protected environment

The finøL and perhaps the most powerful influence on development form, is through the

process of development control. If the parameters of design for a protected environment

58. Oc Tanner, Planning Natural Surveillance Back into City Centres," Town and Counqv Planning
(September l99l):239
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hqve been well defined and policy has been established, the process of ensuring the right

standards of environmental protection should be evident.se

These conditions should be applied to planning approvals.60 Planners can reduce the

incidence of crime by creating policies that reduce opportunistic crime and by prioritizing

how far safety considerations should be taken over other objectives.

2.3 CASE STUDIES

This section attempts to provide an idea of the range of techniques and approaches by

Canadian cities currently using Environmental Design as a crime prevention method. The

purpose of this section is to explore diflerent ideas and approaches.

It is difficult to compare cities across Canada as each city is striving to address unique

problems which have risen from various factors such as geography and economic

transitions. However, a comparison of some common features and conditions can be made.

Each major city across Canada has formed a group of experts and interested citizens who

have developed Safety Audit guides6r which are specific to the various conditions within

the city or town. Each city is congruent in their development of a safety audit guide that is

intended to evaluate design with respect to personal safety. The safety audits were all

'n J. C. Moughtin, "Towards an Improved and Protected Environmen!" (received from the City of Toronto
Planning and Development Department).
o'J. 

C. Moughtin, "Towards an Improved and Protected Environment," (received from the City of Toronto
Planning and Development DeparÍnent).

ut METRAC safety Audit Guide , 1988.
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modeled after the Metro Action Committee on Violence Against Women and Children 62

Safety Audit originally specifically developed for women.

At this early time it is diffrcult to conclude what kind of effects the Safety Audit has had on

the various cities and the types of errors in design that have been experienced. These cities,

which include Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Calgary and Vancouver have just

released their Safety Audits within the last 2 yearc and therefore are still in the early stages

of collecting data and developing policies and guidelines to address safety. These cities are

looking to Toronto as a leader in this movement. Toronto has been working for many years

to develop guidelines and programs to create safer places for vulnerable groups.

2.3.1 The Cify of Toronto

Toronto has been one of the leading cities in the emergence of Safer City approaches to

crime prevention. The Safer Cities approach is a response to urban crime that encourages

partnerships between national governments, cities, neighbourhoods and citizens63. Experts,

govemment officials and interested citizens have collaborated closely with the Toronto

Transit Commission, the Metropolitan Toronto Police Force, and METRAC. METRAC

was formed by the Metro Council in 1984 to take action to prevent violence against women

and was the first City to introduce the Safety Audit Guide. The Audit addresses violence

against women and women's fear of crime with the main goal of reducing the oppornrnity

u'rtßTRAC, 
1988

63 
Gerda R. Wekerle and Carolyn Whitzman, Controlling Urban Crime: What Can Cities Do? Plan Canada,

(March 1996),7.
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for sexual assault or harassment. A place which discourages sexual assault will also lower

the chances of other crimes. 6o Sittce the Safety Audit was developed for women, other

vulnerable groups such as the aged, the disabled and children have found this guide to be

useful in evaluating environments that they use. 6s Toronto having realized,this, developed

a Safe City Committee which is run within the Toronto Planning Departrnent. This

Committee has developed a new guide entitled A Working Guide for Planning and

Designing Safer Urban Environments which takes into consideration not only the

perspective of women, but also any person who may feel vulnerable in an environment.

The City of Toronto has adopted several recommendations from The Safe City Report:

Municipal Strategies for Preventing Public Violence Against Women and incorporated

them into their daily routine. These recommendations include: the "training of all

planning staff to take security considerations into account during their regular consultations

with the public, with particular effort directed at getting input from women"; that "a Policy

on public safety be incorporated into Toronto's Offrcial Plan and that this Policy be

elaborated on and included in the Review"; and that "comprehensive safe design guidelines"

be created.66

* METRAC, Women's Safety Audit Guide, City of Toronto, 1992
65 Carolyn Whitzrnan, 1994
66. City of Toronto, Planning and Development Department, A Working Guide for Planning and Designing
Safer Urban Environments (Toronto, ON: GPO, 1992),4.
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Toronto has identified specific areas that contribute to making a safe environment for

women. The purpose is to explain which factors contribute to making a place safe or less

safe that were based on three sources: research into documenting peoples views on what

elements make them feel safer or less safe; micro-environmental studies of where public

assaults have taken place and the way offenders use the public space; and research on public

participatory design.

Special problematic places as outlined in the Toronto Guidelines include:

o Underground and multi-storey parking garages and surface parking areas

o Pedestrian Tunnels and Overpasses
o Central Business District
o Downtown Parks and Open Space
o Downtown Commercial/Office Developments
o Alleys and Laneways

From the Safety Audit, METRAC developed factors that enhance safety and security.

These include awareness of the environment, visibility by others and the ability to find help.

(see Chapter l-Theory)

Awareness of the Environment:

Lighting

Lighting is seen as one of the most important factors of safety. Sufficient lighting

during the day and night is vital in order for people to see and be seen. Poor lighting

is not the main reason that crime occrus, but it is a large factor in determining how

people feel and has a substantial impact on reducing the fear of crime. A recent
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study conducted in Britain found that after improvements in the lighting in a badly

lit street and tunnel, 62Yo of rcsidents felt safer and the number of incidents of crime

were greatly reduced.6T

Lighting should cater to pedestrians as well as motorists. The level of lighting in

public spaces must be suffrcient so that individuals can see and recognize each other

from a reasonably safe distance (approximately 12 to 15 metres). This would mean

that the lighting fixture should achieve the CSA (Canadian Standards Association)

standard of 4.0 foot-candles for streets and open space. In 1988 , the Safe City

Report stated fhat 75 to 80%o of all Toronto streets were below this illumination

standard. Some vulnerable groups, such as seniors and the visually impaired need

higher standards oflighting. Spaces that serve these groups, such as a seniors centre

parking lot, should be looked at on an individual basis.

Excess lighting can be as much as a problem as not enough lighting. For example,

lighting glares may affect a person's ability to see an individual coming towards

them. Floodlighting on a bus shelter, for example, may cause a person to feel

unsafe because they can be seen but they cannot see beyond the shadow.

Lighting the fust part of a path leading into a wilderness area, for instance,
may contribute to a false sense of confidence in the user that the area is
frequented or policed at night.68

67.Kate Painter, Lighting and Crime Prevention: The Edmonton Project, (U.K. Middlesex Polytechnic. 1988),
68. City of Toronto, Plarming and Development Deparhnent, A Working Guide for Planning and Designing
Safer Urban Environments (Toronto, ON: GPO, 1992), 12.
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Entrapment Spots

Entrapment spots are small confined areas, adjacent or near well traveled routes that

are shielded on three sides by some barrier. Examples of these spots are fire stairs,

dark recessed entrances, gaps in small shrubbery, long hallways with poorly lit exit

signs, parking lots, car lots next to pedestrian routes and isolated school yards that

are fenced in and many more.

Sightlines

The things we fear most are the things we cannot see. The inability to see what is

ahead because of sharp comers, walls, bushes and pillars can lower feelings of

security. "Visual permeability" is the ability to see what is ahead. Certain design

features accentuate crime and fear, such as barriers adjacent to pedestrian pathways

which could shield an attacker, impermeable landscape screens or long fences that

cut off escape access and serve as entrapment spots. Low hedges, low concrete

planters, wrought iron or chain link fences can denote boundaries while allowing

users to see and be seen.

Movement Predictors

Movement predictors are those that offer the pedestrian no alternative route or

pathway. An attacker can easily predict where a victim will travel simply by

following the same path. Examples include pedestrian tunnels, interior walkways
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and bridges. These spaces are of particular concern when they end in isolated

places or entrapment spots.

Visibility by Others:

Isolation - Ear and Eye

In order for people to feel safe it is important for them to know that if they run into

trouble there will be someone there to help them, preferably someone who can see

and hear them. Some places are avoided when people feel that signs of distress, like

calling for help, will not be seen, heard or acted upon.

Police and other types of security can provide a level of formal surveillance, but this

can not be provided at all times. During the recent economic recession, parking

attendants are being replaced with automated parking metres and security guards

have been cut back in numbers. A greater variety of use in a space can help mitigate

the sense of isolation. In some cases formal surveillance can be provided by video

cameras. In some cases, such as bank machines, video cameras tape the events

occurring. This is helpful in convicting a criminal but does little to help the victim

at the time of the assault. However, this method does deter some criminals.

Mix Land Use

It is diffrcult to create a community feeling when people enter an area for only one

pu{pose. For example, separating industrial, institutional, retail, business and
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residences uses from each other that create public streets that are unused during

certain times of the day.

Scale must also be considered when assessing land use. Residents and workers in

high-rise buildings tend to lose touch with the street. High-rise buildings, whether

offrce or residential, provide a minimal level of informal surveillance. The higher

the resident the firther they are removed from the street.

Activity Generators

Activity generators add "eyes" on the street or open space. It follows the notion that

a place is safer when it is more populated. Activity generators include everything

from housing in commercial areas, street corner cafes and recreational facilities in a

park.

Activity generators operate in conjunction with other activities. For instance, it is

not enough to add housing to an industrial area. One must also include shopping,

food services, street vendors, etc.

Sense of Ownership and Maintenance

When a sense of ownership or territory is felt, the area is often perceived to be

safer. People are less likely to intervene in a criminal act if the place does not
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belong to them. Maintenance is an importance aspect of ownership. trf an area is

poorly maintained then there is an assumption that the users do not care about the

area or a sense of tenitory is less prominent.

Finding Help, Signage and Other Information

Knowing where you are and having an understanding of where you want to be is an

important factor in contributing to a person feeling safe. Often signs are inadequate

because they lack information needed, such as telephones, altemative routes, areas

where assistance is available. A factor to consider when developing a sign is that

visitors to the city are often faced with a language banier. Standardized symbols

such as those in Europe should be adopted.

Overall Design

Good design of space lessens the need for lighting, signage, etc. A barren sterile

environment surrounded by security hardware will reinforce a climate of fear, while

a vibrant and beautifi.rl environment6e engenders confidence and caring for both

people and property. All the previous factors must be combined in a reasonable

way to create an environment that is safe.

6e Vibrant and beautiful environment: An environment that instills confidence by the use of design features
such as trees, shrubs, site fumiture, colour, lighting,, so that a person my feel relaxed and at ease.
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2.3.2 The Cify of Edmonton

In 1994 the City of Edmonton developed the Mayor's Task Force group on Safer Cities.

The City has developed similar ideals as Toronto but has a somewhat different focus. The

City's intent is not only to create an environment that is safe through design, but also

through social development.

Crime Prevention through Social Development (CSD): The well-
documented relationship between crime and social factors, economic

conditions and early life experiences presents comprehensive opportunities

to prevent crime in ways that go beyond the traditional policing and criminal
justice approach. Targeted social programs, in addition to improving the

lives of those assisted, can also improve community life by preventing

crime.To

Even though the City's focus is in a different direction, they have developed a safety audit

largely based on the METRAC Audit. Their safety audit is quite recent (October 1994) and

therefore data collected so far is limited. Specific design guidelines have not yet been

developed and since their focus is slightly difflerent, crime prevention through social

development, design guidelines are a secondary priority. Some problems, however, have

been identified with respect to liquor stores and variety stores and broad recommendations

have been made.

Edmonton's centre lacks a residential component.

to City of Edmonton ,Mayors Task Force on Safer Cities, Finial Report: Towards a Safer Edmonton for All

@dmonton: Alberta, 1992), 59.

45

.1. 1
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At present the Central Business District is comprised of sole purpose retail,
financial, offrce and warehouse operations and it empties of users at the
close of a business day. This deserted situation contributes to crime pre-
conditions by providing oppornrnities for criminal activity. The lack of 24
hour occupants and users limits casual surveillance and leaves extremely
valuable property relatively unprotected. The de-population with its
deserted streets similarly renders the streets fearsome to a skimpy cast o
casual night goers at movies or restaurants. For half the year darkness
comes to Edmonton before 6:00 p.m.: darkness and emptiness are not
welcoming, comforting factors for successful street life.Tl

The City of Edmonton recommended that a residential 'component be added to the

downtown. The City suggested that residential opportunities should include all levels of

income to foster a rich neighbourhood life and be supported by a variety of activities. The

City is also attempting to convert part of its warehouse district into residential units.

To date however the only specific guidelines that have been produced refer to open space

(shown below) and are not specifically related to the downtown. These items reflect

recommendations that the civic administration should pursue if they wish to create an

environment that is safe and accessible for all vulnerable groups.

1. Legibility - Persons entering or using'the park should have a means to create a
mental mapping of the area and to feel geographically located to the elements
of the sunounding district street system.

2. Permeability - Set pathway and contours that allow visibilþ and choices

routes in and through the area.

3. Citizens involvement - To offset and augment the design pre-orientation of the
architect and administration, the user and fearful non-users should be

realistically involved in the assessment and setting of design characteristics.
4. Surveillance - A set of actions made up of formal custodians or police and

private actions covered by activities such as kiosks, vendors or special events.

5. Activities-programs-users - Communities should be responsible and invited to
plan activities in the park. Users should be encouraged to make return visit is

Tl.CilyofEdmonton UrbanDesignandSafety: DesigningaSaferEdmonton(Edmonton:GPO, 1993),8.
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and be regular users. One objective is to build a sense of "ownership" in the
user.

6. Vandalism checks - Prompt removal of vandalism damage is more important
than a perfect job or ordinary housekeeping: it reduces anxiety and reduces
the invitation to more vandalism."

2.3.3 The Cify of Calgary

The Calgary Safety Audit was produced in late 1993. Similar to other Canadian cities,

Calgary \¡/as pattemed after the METRAC model. From discussion with city stafl there is

currently little information on general recommendations on design features.

Recommendations are site or neighbourhood specif,ic, and changes are made to problem

areas as they arise. It is the hope of the City of Calgary to develop urban design guidelines

once they have completed their evaluation of their Safety Audit.

Recommendations that were derived from the Dover Neighbourhood Safety Audit

EvaluationT3 include the notion that if a checklist is used during the audit, it should be

tailored to address the character of the area being audited. Such sites may include a park, a

school yard or a public building. Recommendations for Calgary to date are not directed at

the design of the environment but rather the process in which the audit will be used.

Guidelines that have been produced include certain site design features that contribute to the

safety of employees ætd customers and further reduce the potential for crime supportive

activities, particularly in areas where liquor stores are to be placed. These features include

store glazing, lighting, parking lots, loitering areas and pay telephones.

" City of Ed.monton Urban Design and Safetv: Designing a Safer Edmonton ( Edmonton: GPO, 1993), 10.

73.Lonan Byerley and Neal Smith, University of Calgary, Dover Safety Audit. (Calgary: GPO,1994),9
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The Calgary Audit forces the auditor to ask personal questions of their feelings towards

certain places. Questions include:

Why don't you like this place?
When and why did you not feel comfortable here?
What changes would make me feel safer?

The audit is then broken down into 10 categories in which the auditor can easily evaluate a

certain situation. These include:

1.

2.

J.
4.

5.

Lighting
Signs
Sightlines
Visibility
Audibility

6. Movement Predictors
7. Escape Routes
8. Maintenance
9. Overall Layout of Area
10. Improvements

To date, the City of Calgary has concentrated more on the process of change of their Safety

Audit, but hopes to soon develop design guidelines that are specifically geared to the City.

Currently, the city is working on a number if Safety Audit evaluations of small stores and

neighbourhoods, with respect to lighting, parking garages, open space and retail stores.

2,3.4 The City of Vancouver

The City of Vancouver is unique in its fight against crime in that they have a police offrcer

working fult time in the City Planning Deparknent. The police offrcer is involved in the

review of development plans. This is beneficial as he/she has a direct link to police

statistics on crime and specific locations where crime repeatedly takes place.
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The City of Vancouver recognizes the need for design guidelines in regards to safety. They

recognize that the need for professionals to be educated in design for crime deterrence.

TFIAT Vancouver City Council:

Request the Planning Department to develop commercial and residential
design guidelines based on the principles of Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design (CPTED) and publish these guidelines. In addition,
the departrnent should prepffe information brochures and posters explaining
safer design planning principles and promote their use in new plans.

To ensure that architects, developers, and property owners, incorporate
sofety into their plans, information and clear guidelines must be available.Ta

The City of Vancouver has developed safety standards that were derived from a transit audit

that was conducted n 1994. The following are a list of general recommendations that the

city felt necessary to create a safe environment:

Safety and Security Features
l) Install transparent materials for surface transit shelters and other station

structures which obstruct visibility of transit waiting areas, especially in
isolation areas in order to increase informal surveillance abilities.

2) Install security mirrors to enable passengers to see around corners, in
stairwells, and other areas where someone can hide undetected.

3) Ensure that there are emergency assistance systems accessible at bus stop
locations (eg., telephones) in order to increase real and perceived safety.

4) Make the "Request Stop" a permanent part of the transit service and expand it
to all municipalities in order to avoid having transit users walk along areas

which are tlrreatening or make them feel unsafe.

Lighting
8) Increase lighting requirements in isolated transit stops, and set minimal

lighting standards for transit stops, shelters, and stations in order to improve
sightlines and safety factors.

74. Final Report. Safer Cities Task Force, City of Vancouver, 1993,,23
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e) Install additional lighting fixtures, where necessary, to ensure adequate
Iighting independent of adjacent private lighting sources, such as near bus
stops and loops, and in walkways near stations

Signage
10) Improve signage at bus shelters, loops and stops to include access information,

emergency services, directional maps and signs, and time/route schedules.
Multilingual signs should be installed at stations and surface transit stops
(including educational and emergency material).

1l) Develop symbols or signs, where possible, in order to convey information
without restricting access (for example, language barriers)

12) Ensure that all transit areas which limit access for people with disabilities are
clearly marked at the initial point of entry. Accessibility for people with
disabilities should be more carefully arranged.

Maintenance
14) Develop policies with municipal governments for the adequate upkeep and

maintenance of bushes and landscaping that surrounds transit stops in order to
create safer environments for transit users.

15) Revise maintenance procedures to address safety concerns around transit
stops.

Employee training
16) Develop for employees comprehensive and ongoing haining on victim

assistance and understanding real and perceived safety concerns ofvulnerable
transit users.

Research
l7) Update recording/investigation procedures on criminal offlense to include the

specific location in the station, bus loop, turnaround or stop in order to identifu
potential problem areas and contributing factors (for example environmental
design analysis) to assist in improving transit safety.

l8) Make recording and investigation procedures consistent with jurisdictional
police departments in order to ensure comparable data for research.

19) Have the newly created BC Transit Passenger Safeguard Task Force explore
transit investigation and recording of non-violent but fear related incidents in
order to adequately address such concerns oftransit users.

20) Conduct a public transit ridership fear level for determining how users and
potential users rank different safety and security concems in order to
implement effective improvements.

Policy Making, Design and Planning
26) Develop strategies to ensure citizens involvement in transit safety initiatives,

such as:

(a) Develop a citizen review process for transit locations
(b) Use a collaborative approach in policy and programming development.
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27) Develop, in cooperation with other municipalities, guidelines/checklists for
safety and security considerations for locating bus stops, shelters, and develop
a consistent shelter design that reduces the fear level of users by taking into
consideration good "Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design"
(CPTED) principles, such as: Clear sightlines and visibility, good lighting,
emergency access to telephone, wheelchair accessibility, and suff,rcient
maintenance of transit areas, including even pavement and clear pathways to
assist people with disabilities.

28) Develop standards to require that bus bays and shelters are located to ensure
informal surveillance and avoid the creation of entrapment areas.

FollowUp
29) Prepare interim follow-up reports, at six month intervals, detailing the progress

of the recommendation. These reports should be circulated to the Vancouver
City Council and appropriate jurisdictional police departments and available to
interested individuals and organizations?

2.3.5 Summary

The leader in personal safety awareness is the City of Toronto. To date, Toronto has

developed guidelines for parking garages, has completed a safety audit of the downtown

area and developed examples of unsafe places. Each year the Safe City committee also

holds a workshop in which developers, architects, designers, planners and other interested

parties can become aware of the spaces that are unsafe.

Each Canadian city, however, has taken a unique approach to developing guidelines. The

City of Edmonton approached crime prevention not only from a design perspective but

through social development. The City of Calgary is working towards not only developing

guidelines but a process in which the information collected and the recommendations can

75 Final Report. Safer Cities Task Force, City of Vancouver, 1993,,23
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be implemented in a systematic process. The City of Vancouver directly involves the

police departrnent by having a police officer review plans and suggest changes that correlate

with crime statistics. In general, all cities researched used the Toronto experience not only

to develop their safety audit but to make recommendations on creating safer places.

Table 2.3.6 - Comparison of Cities Policies, Guidelines and Recommendations

CONCERN TORONTO EDMONTON CALGARY VAI\COTIVER

Specific General Specific
Some

neighbourhoods

Specific
wirh
recommendation
to the Dover
Neighbourhood

Specific
With concern to
transit and some
neighbourhood
lightine

Sightlines General X Specific X

Entrapment
Spots

General x X X

Movement
Predictors

General X X X

Mixed Land
Use

General Specific
In relation to
their downtown

X X

Activity
Generators

General X X X

Sense of
Ownership

General Specific Specific Specific

Finding Help.
Signage,

Information

General X X X

Overall Design General X X X

Parking
Structure

General General
Using the

Toronto example

General
Using the
Toronto example

General Using
the Toronto
example

Open Space General X Specific X

Signage General X General X
Maintenance General X X X

Escape Routes General X X X
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CONCERN TORONTO EDMONTON CALGARY VANCOTryER

Employee
Training

General
Workshops for
City staff,
developers,
architects, other
interested
parties

X X General
In the Planning
Department

Symbols Specific : Guideline/Recommendation made for a specific location
General : General GuidelineiRecommendation for the overall city which can be

applied to any location
X : issue has not been addressed
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CHAPTER 3-

THE \ryINNIPEG

CONTEXT
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Map 3.0 - Map of Downtown \ilinnipeg Boundaries As Defined by CentrePlanT6

N

â

tueen gPþ¡ , lgg3.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a brief history of downtown Winnipeg and to

document the research and reports that have been developed with respect to personal

safety. Winnipeg has made safety one of its top priorities for the downtown. This

Chapter will look at how Winnipeg has dealt with the issue of personal safety in its

downtown.

3.2 THE WINNIPEG CONTEXT

The downtown of any city is important because it embodies the character and capabilities of

the city. The heart of the city usually establishes the city's image and identity. This is

especially true for the city of Winnipeg because of the lack of other large cities in the

province. people are drawn to the downtown for various reasons. The primary draw is that

it is the centre of employment for some 68,000 and is by far the largest employment centre

in the province.TT The downtown affords educational, recreational and entertainment

activities, as well as a number of cultural and institutional organizations. In both the

physical and the social sense, the downtown exhibits diversity, opportunity and memory.

In 1989, the Social Planning Council identified personal safety as a major issue to be dealt

with in Winnipeg. As of 1990, the City of Winnipeg had not yet integrated the personal

safety and security of all its citizens as a guiding principle in the physical planning

pro."rrtt. The Fact Finding GroupTe found that there was a low level of city staff

" ,City of Winnipeg, Centre Plan ( Winnipeg' MB: GPO, 1995),24'
tt 'So.iuf phnnini ðou*il, City of Winnipeg, A Safer Winnipeg for Women and Children (Winnipeg, MB:

GPO, 1991)p.4.
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awareness regarding personal safety and security, and furtherïnore, that there

bylaws, policies, guidelines or appropriate enforcement capabilities within

administration. The Fact Finding Group also found that:

were no

the city

' winnipeg's zoning byJaws do not address personar safety ana security
' Public works is strictly engineering based and does not consider social

impacts

' Pedestrian approaches and crossings on and under bridges have not been
addressed in public policy

. Public review and consultation do not address safety and security concems
'Police are not involved in the rgview of the development approval process
. Police are not represented in the review of development plans.80

In1992 the City of Winnipeg included personal safety and security in its Official plan, plan

Winnipeg, and Council identified the need for a Safe City Committee to be established. In

1993 CentrePlan, a plan which focused on the downtown, made personal safety and security

a top priority to be dealt with.

3.3 CRIME STATISTICS

There is a community perception that the downtown is an unsafe place (McKnight 1991 and

Angus Reid 1991). However, in comparison to other North American cities, Winnipeg's

downtown is among the safest. 
*t Frrrth"rroore, a review of the crime statistics generated by

æ 
Social Planning Council, City of Winnipeg, A Safer Winnipeg for Women and Children (Winnipeg, MB:

GPO, l99l)
80 

Social Planning Council, City of Winnipeg, A Safer Winnipeg for Women and Children (Winnipeg, MB:
GPO, 1991),35.
8r Benoit, Michele. Winnipeg Police. Interview with author. Winnipeg, January 1995. Social planning
Council, City of Winnipeg, A Safer Winnipeg for Women and Children (Winnipeg, MB: GpO, lggl),35.
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the winnipeg Police Deparknent indicated that, for the most paÍ, wirinipeg's downtown is

as safe as most suburban neighbourhoods.s2

Table 3.3.183Downtown Winnipeg is defined by the Winnipeg police District #i:

Map 3.3.2 Winnipeg District #184

*' 
1994 Søtistical Report, winnipeg Police Deparrnen! Benoi! Michele. winnipeg police. Interview with

author. Winnipeg, January 1995

# 9¡y of Winnipeg, Cenre plan ( Winnipeg, MB: GpO, tggs),24.
"'. winnipeg Police Deparhnent. statistical Report 1994. (winnipeg, Manitoba, 1995) ,lg.

Crime Statistics Downtown -Í990ãnd 1ÐI
Downtown City

1990 t99t1990 t99t

Mu¡der
Attempted Murder
Robbery Purse Snatch

Strong Arm
Financial I¡st
Business

Residence

Business

Other

I
6

69

170
17

38

310
446
60

35
9M

3838

2
7

7t
))1
14

37
302
301

43

46
I 150

3"t4t

20
40
114

417

76

98

2345
6728
1905

759
289

29301

t6
43
124
539
38

lt7
2631
7812
2126
791
4090

28552

Break/Enter

Sexual Assault
Assault (Non Sexual)
Theft

Àt!ìf,ibo'r$c 
BjNõr

N

+
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The downtown defined by the Winnipeg Police Department has a different boundary from

that of the CentrePlan boundary. However, as the boundaries vary only slightly, for the

purposes of this practicum we will assume that they are similar. Detailed crime statistics for

downtown Winnipeg, with reference specifically to assault, sex offense, murder, robbery,

strong arm robbery and theft are difficult to obtain as this information has not yet been

evaluated and incorporated into a comprehensible system. The V/innipeg Police

Department, however, is working towards developing a process in which statistics can be

easily obtained and recorded so that areas that are continually problematic for the police can

be reevaluated in a more timely manner.

Since 1993 the Winnipeg Police Department has written two reports on crime statistics in

V/innipeg. These include the 1993 overall crime statistics for the city by separation of

police districts. Crime statistics, from these reports show that most crimes in the downtown

have been maintained at consistent levels. One can conclude that of the reported crimes in

the downtown, rro increase has been noted. However, these statistics do not take into

consideration the difference in crimes that are unreported.
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Table 3.3.3. Crime Statistics for 1.9948s

Table 3.3.4 Crime Statistics for 199386

CRIMINAL CODE OFFENSES - DOWNTOWN MNNIPEG
CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS

MT]RDER
REPORTED

I
CLEARED

I
4

40

470
0

%CLEARED
t00%
r00%
65%
8r%
0%

ATTEMPTED MURDER 4

SEX OFFENSE
ASSAULT
ABDUCTION

62
s8l
I

P(OBBEF.Y 237 76 32%

TOTAL 886 591 67%

, Specific information obtained by the police departrnent includes the following map of

police atoms (atom refers to the smaller neighbourhood area) in the downtown area and a

, 
list of crimes that occurred in these areas During the Time of January 1, 1995 to May 31,

: t995. (see map for locations of police atoms p.61). Not all downtown areas were able to
l

1 be easily extracted and analyzed. Only a small portion of statistics could be located.

tt. Wi*ip"g Police Department. Statistical Report 1993. (Winnipeg, Manitoba,1994) ,19.
tu 

Winnipeg Police Department. Statistical Report 1994. (Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1995) ,19.

CRIMINAL CODE OFFENSES - DOWNTOWN WINMPEG
CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS

REPORTED
MURDERED 2

ATTEMPTED MURDER 2

SEX OFFENSE 78

ASSAULT
ABDUCTION

581

0

CLEARED
2

1

49

416
0

%CLEARED
100%
50%
63%
72%
0%
23V,RC)RRF,RY ?44 55

TOTAL 907 523 s8%
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Table 3.3.5 Crime Statistics by ATOM87

Figure 3.3.6 Breakdown of AtomsEs

Atom Type of Assault Number of Assaults

1 86/1 87/1 88
186/187/188
186/187/188
186/187/188

Sexual

Robbery and Strong-arm
Robbery - Purse snatching
Breaking and Entering

J

ll
.|

t7

M Sexual
Robbery and Shong-arm
Robbery - Purse snatching
Breaking and Entéring . Residential
Breaking and Entering - Commercial

12

92
J

79
78

WM
W
218/2t9
È{wrg
2t8l2t9
!I'8t2r9
a,ß1219

Sexual

Robbery and Strong-arm
Robbery-Purse snatching
Breaking and Entering-Residential
Breaking and Entering-Commercial

I
5

6

J

J

43

N

+

tt Mi"h"le Benoit, Winnipeg Police Department.
t*Michele 

Benoit, Winnipeg Police Department
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Crime statistics show that reported crimes have increased and the number of people cleared

has decreased (see 3.3.3,3.3.4) Overall, based on the number of reported crimes, criminal

acts have only increased slightly and this is proportional to the increase in the overall city.

3.4 MOVING TOWARDS PERSONAL SAFETY IN WINNIPEG

3.4.1 Social Planning Council

On December 6, 1989, 14 young \ryomen were shot and killed in a senseless slaying in

Montreal. This tragic incident brought out the reality that the communities in which we live

work and play are not safe places, especially for women and children.

Following the Montreal Massacrese Winnipeg City Council made a resolution

recommending a Task force be created to address the issues of violence against women. In

October 1990 Council approved a proposal by the Social Planning Council to set up a task

force which resulted in the report A Safer Winnipeg For Women and Children. This report

contained 113 recommendations which included the establishment of a Safe City

Committee to monitor and implement these recommendations. These recommendations

also suggested that the police departrnent be involved in the process of reviewing

development applications. The Committee recommended that personal safety be a

consideration in developing secondary plans and be incorporated into existing downtown

8e 
Montreal Massacre, on Dec. 6, lg}g 14 women engineering students were shot dead by a lone gunman at

the Ecole Pol¡echnique in Montreal. The gunman took great pains to point out that he was targeting
feminists, in this instance women studying to become engineers.
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zorung by-laws. The public should be consulted about planning, design, development and

redevelopment of public spaces with regards to personal safety. Policies and guidelines

should be developed with specific reference to street lighting, parking structures and surface

parking, open space, bus routes, street lanes, building entries, and that these guidelines be

used to ensure that a balance is achieved between personal safety in public and semi-public

spaces and the beauty and usability of the wban environment.

The main focus of this report was directed at women and children, however, for the

pulpose of this practicum, all vulnerable groups will be considered. To date, several

recofiìmendations have been implemented: Plan V/innipeg has incorporated personal

safety and security as a priority; the Parks and Recreation Department has developed a

personal safety and security checklist;eo and a Safe City Committee has been established

to identifu and deal with ongoing problems as they arise, and to continue an ongoing

assurance of personal safety in Winnipeg.

3.4.2 PIan Winnineq

In 1972 the city of Winnipeg was a very difFerent administrative entity. Before then

Winnipeg consisted of 10 Municipalities. With a two-tiered system of municipal

government consisting of 10 municipalities completely with a Metropolitan Winnipeg

jurisdiction and another nine partly in the metro area and partly outlying additional zone.

At this time the Metro Winnipeg had full authority over all planning, zoning and issuing of

oo Tom Fred, City of Winnipeg, Parks and Recreation Department, February 1995.
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permits, as well as such operating functions as assessments, civil defense, flood protection,

sewage disposal and water . Unicþ replaced the two tier metropolitan system in I972vnth

one enlarged city govemment. Plan Winnipeg was originally written and adopted by the

City of Winnipeg to curb urban sprawl and consolidate development in the inner cþ. '

The City of Winnipeg has been and continues to be, committed to long term
planning. Plan Winnipeg is a long term plan prepared by the City o

Winnipeg that is intended to guide Winnipeg into the twenty-first century by
addressing the physical, social, economic and environmental conditions o
Winnipeg. The initial plan was prepared n 1977. Since that time the plan
has been continually reviewed and updated to consider the changing trends

and upcoming issues. Plan Winnipeg 2010 is unique in that it faces issues

that are broad and complex, and that can only be addressed effectively
through the joint efforts of numerous parties.el

Plan Winnipeg identified Personal Safety as a growing concem of the

citizens of Winnipeg. For the downtown to adequately serve the people o
V/innipeg, it is imperative that it be a safe place for residents, workers and

visitors. Urban design and crime prevention are two significant areas in
which measures can be taken to improve safety. But the downtown must

not only be safe, it must be perceived as such. While visible police presence

is important, the creation of activity in downtown streets helps create a

feeling of security. It is important that the City both encourage the growth
of a larger residential population and that the City take steps to attract more
people into the downtown for work, shopping, entertainment and leisure
activities. e2

3.4.3 Safe City Committee and The Safety Audit

In March of 1992, City Council Adopted the proposal for a Safe City Committee. On July

29, 1992, Council approved the founding membership, consisting of commurity

nt City of Winnipeg, Plan Winnigeg: Towards 2010 (Winnipeg: Manitoba, 1991), 11.
n' 

City of Winnipeg, Plan Winnipeg: Towards 2010 (Winnipeg: Manitoba, l99l), 68.
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representatives, a social worker, urban designers, city councillors and planners from the

city, and on October 2,1992 the Committee held its fust meeting.

The Committee established its mandate as follows:

That the committee promote 1) That personal safety and security of women
and children in all areas over which the City has jurisdiction, and 2)
community participation and cooperation in making personal security a
priority.
Monitor the implementation of the 113 recommendations from the report
the Fact Finding Group.
Recommend and oversee in cooperation with the personal safety and security
appropriate departments, the training of the City departments in the area of
personal safety and security for women and children.
Provide support for all departments in the development of all programs and
policies which promote such safety and security.
Develop strategies by which departments can ensure this personal safety and
security.
Recommend policies and programs to council, and in turn , implement policies
and programs as directed by council.
Develop mechanisms for the promotion and use of safety audit kits, including
l) Iiaison with community groups and individuals:2) reviewing sites where
numbers of violent crimes occur; 3) making recommendations to the City and
the public or private property owners to make sites safer: and 4) promote
education and cooperation among community groups to encourage making
personal safe and security a priority. e3

As of July 1995 the committee has developed a Safety Audit Kit that was modeled after

the City of Toronto's METRAC Safety Audit. Some problem areas in the downtown

have been singled out, for example the Winnipeg Central Library urban park.

86. Winnipeg Safe City Committee, Mandate, 1992.
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The Winnipeg Safety Audit Kit was developed and adopted in December of 1994. It is

intended to link personal thoughts and concems with people and organizations able to

correct the conditions that jeopardize safety. Its purpose is to show iúdividuals how to

begin the process of change by giving people the necessary information to create a better

environment. The Audit has been largely defined as an inspection of a place fhat may

represent risks to a person's safety.

The Winnipeg Safety Audit Kit covers an evaluation of:

1. General Impressrons
2. Lighting
3. Sightlines
4. Possible Assault Sites
5. Isolation - Eye Distance
6. Isolation - Ear Distance
7. Escape routes
8. Nearby Land Use

9. Movement Predictors
10. Signs
11. Overall Design
12. Factors that make the place more

personable

13. Maintenance
14. Improvements

The Safety Audit is intended for individuals and groups to analyze places. It is most

effective when the users of the space are conducting the survey since they see diflerent

things than a casual visitor to the site.

The Safety Audit is advantageous as it can help the average person evaluate specific unsafe

areas. However, the Audit is quite general (can be used in any environment) so more

specific site-related questions may have to be asked by the individual themselves. The

individuals auditing a special area must have a knowledge base of what is good and bad.

As of 1995, there was no process in place to address these problems. This can be due to the
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fact that the Audit is fairly new and that information gathered by the safety audits had not

yet been evaluated. (See Appendix A: Safety Audit Kit)

3.4.4 CentrePlan

CentrePlan is a long range, strategic plan with a focus on Winnipeg's downtown.

CentrePlan addresses safety as one of its top issues.

The fear of crime disrupts the downtown economy by altering the way
people behave when they get downtown:
o It depresses the multiplier effectea by reducing the level of pedestrian

activity and the distance that people are willing to walk on the
streets.

It encourages isolated activity in which selÊcontained complexes
and indoor walkways are preferred to outside walkways.
It decreases the level of face-to-face communication between
downtown users.

It promotes the desertion of the downtown area after five o'clock.
It increases auto-use and demand for close parking. e5

If a community has a negative image about the downtown safety, no public relations

campaign alone will be able to improve the downtown's reputation. Safety and security can

only be achieved if three factors are addressed.e6 These are:

Ð The Physical environment: design considerations for new construction
and redevelopment oolicies relevant to crime control.

ii) Policing and Security: police and security shategies to control crime
and increase feelings of safety.

iii) Perception: downtown leadership and organization to promote the
positive image of the downtown. e7

ea 
The multiplier effect- the more people on the street the more people will come into the street. The more

people that are on the street the closer they tend to walk and the reduction in the amount of space that
people require. Increase in auto use: The larger the demand for parking the smaller the parking spots get
to fit in all the cars. The larger the demand for parking the smaller the parking spots get to fit in all the cars.
9s. City of Wiruripeg, Centre Plan ( Winnipeg, MB: GPO, 1995),24.
nu City of Winnipeg, Centre Plan ( Winnipeg, MB: GPO, lgg5),24.
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CentrePlan identified a need for areas within the downtown to be evaluated and improved.

3.5 CITY DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES

Winnipeg's comprehensive process for reviewing development plans takes into account

crime prevention issues, but reviews are not necessarily thorough. Each development

project is unique, depending on factors such as location and different city staff members

and groups reviewing the development application. These groups include professionals,

ordinary citizens and outside experts. 'While these groups are generally effective in guiding

development in the City, they do not formally review crime prevention issues in new

developments. This can be due to a lack of education and expertise in this field. ee

Communication between various City of Winnipeg Depafments and other agencies is

limited. Although the public is encouraged to participate, the intention is not always

97 . City of Winnipeg, Centre Plan ( Winnipeg, MB: GPO, 1995),24.
98. City of Winnipeg, Centre Plan ( Winnipeg, MB: GPO, 1995),24.
99. Safer Cities Task Force, Final Report: Safer City Task Force (Vancouver, BC: GPO, 1993),132.

No downtown can be completely rebuilt as if it were one gigantic piece

vacant land, but when opportunities to reconstruct new, rehabilitated offrce,
retail, entertainment, cultural, residential and transportation facilities arise,
consideration should be paid to personal safety and security. Attention must
be paid to those structures and spaces which have already been developed.
While most are safe places for people to frequent, there are several places

that should be identified and improved. Identi$ing "unsafe places" provides
and opportunity to examine those factors which contribute to making a
place unsafe and to address them appropriately. e8
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foolproof and often special issues, such as safety, are left umesolved. In special instances

the Winnipeg Police Departrnent is asked to review development plans, but expertise on

reviewing drawings is limited. The Winnipeg Police Departrnent does not yet have a staff

member who is familiar and knowledgeable about development plans.

Some City Departments however are becoming more knowledgeable and more active in

relation to personal safety and security. The City of Winnipeg Transit Departrnent is

working with the Safe City Committee as well as citizens groups to aid in developing

guidelines for safer bus shelters, safer bus routes, accessibility, site furniture and sightlines.

City Staff responsible for reviewing development plans have not been given specialized

training in the design and planning for safer environments. The City of Toronto has

developed Safer Environment seminars in which City stafl planners, architects and

interested persons can learn how to design and monitor the physical environment for unsafe

places. Similarly, the boards, panels, supervisors and City Council Members who decide

the fate of development applications do not generally have this training, nor do they have

accurate information on crime to make decisions.loo City staffalso have no specific process

or guidelines in which to follow when reviewing plans for unsafe places.

Implementing Planning Guidelines according to Toronto for safer cities involves three

steps:

69

too Chtis Beliki, Safe City Coordinator, City of Winnipeg, March, 1995.
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1) an awareness by planners of the issues and an acknowledgment that they
have apositive role to play in mitigating crime in public environments;
using the guidelines in their day-to-day practices

engaging in a process of mutual learning with the community to add to
and modiff these guidelines.ror

2)
3)

The City of Toronto has developed a suggested process of monitoring future development

applications. This includes a set of questions in which the planner, architect, developer and

citizencan ask themselves before the project is built.

1. Learning from experience
What kind of concems have come up in similar developments in the
past?

2. User Groups
Who are the usual users?

Who are the occasional users?

What might the concerns be?

How might they be consulted?

3. Day and night
How might the building or open space be used during the day?
How might it be used in the evening?
Has the architect explicitly addressed the issue of evening use? 102

It is always more diffrcult to adapt an existing building to reduce the vulnerability of crime

than it is to build those elements into the design from the start. The problem is that many

planners and designers are not aware of the various issues and design considerations. The

ideal approach, and where planning can make the highest contribution, is to design for

crime prevention in the earliest stages of development. Some developers and cities have

l0l. City of Toronto, Planning and Development DepartmenÇ A Working Guide for Planning and Designing
Safer Urban Environments (Toronto, ON: GPO, 1992),6.
102. Cily of Toronto, Planning and Development Departrnent, A Working Guide for Planning and Designing
Safer Urban Environments (Toronto, ON: GPO, 1992),6.
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actually hired architecture liaison offrcers through the police departrnent to help plan the

opportunity of crime out of their designs.

Once a development has been completed the main opportunity to
incorporate crime prevention measures will have been lost. Where there is
potential to reduce crime, this should the feature in discussions authorities
have with developers and their designers at the outset of the design

103process.

3.6 CONCLUSION

Since the Winnipeg Social Planning Council addressed Personal Safety and Security as

an issue to be addressed by the City, 'Winnipeg has included personal safety as an issue to

be addressed in both Plan Winnipeg and in CentrePlan. Winnipeg has set up a Safe City

Committee that has developed a Safety Audit Kit to be used by the public. The

Committee was developed to help make Winnipeg a safer city and to help implement

policies and guidelines as well as take into consideration concerns from the public.

However as of July 1995 the city had not yet set forth a strategy to address personal

safety in the downtown. The development of general guidelines has not yet been

addressed and city staff reviewing development applications have not yet been educated

to personal safety concems in downtown Winnipeg. Further action by the Safe City

Committee to implement policies and develop strategies is needed.

103. "Design Against Crime," Planning week (March 10, 1994).
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CHAPTER 4. SAFETY

ANALYSIS OF DOWNTOWN

WIIINIPEG
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4.1 THE EVALUATION PROCESS

For the pu{pose of this practicum, the boundaries of downtown are defined by the

CentrePlan. (See Chapter 3 for boundaries). Places analyzed in the downtown were

selected at random so that an overview of city problems from all parts of the downtown

could be evaluated. Some sites were chosen because of their lack of design consideration

for personal safety. Others were chosen because they had considered personal safety in

their design process.

The audit was conducted over a period of 3 months (March, April and May 1995)

Participants in the safety audit included the investigator and other users of places within the

downtown. Materials used to help analyze specific areas were: Auditing the Central

Librar.v and the Central Librar.v Parkade, by Chris Beliki, Library staff, a City Councillor

and concemed citizens; and The Winnipeg Downtown Pedestrian Walkway System,

prepared by Inner-Tech Integrated Services Ltd.. Interviews were also conducted with the

Winnipeg Police department.

Toronto has developed a comprehensible system of evaluation of elements in the city.

Therefore, following the Toronto experience the elements evaluated in downtown Winnipeg

were broken down into two areas: these macro and micro environments. These included:

lighting, sightlines, activþ generator/non surveillance areas, overall building design

(including building entrances and hiding places), access to emergency services, signage,
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maintenance, mixed land use, parking, open space (including special areas such as the

V/innipeg Central Library), interior pedestrian walkways, exterior pedestrian walkways,

alleys and laneways and public transportation. The Winnipeg Safetv Audit and A

Working Guide for Planning and Designing Safer Urban Environments by the City of

Toronto were used to guide the evaluation of the downtown for personal safety, which was

used as a questionnafue, as well as literature collected, to be used as case studies, from other

cities across Canada. This evaluation is primarily based on the Toronto experience, as that

city's progress is the färthest in developing guidelines and principles for personal safety.

Initial questions asked when evaluating the downtown included: Are there spaces in

downtown Winnipeg where safety was not considered? Are there other areas that have

similar circumstances where personal safety is considered? Can we learn from any

mistakes?

For locations of sites evaluated see MAP 4.1 (Back of Document)
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4.2 MACRO.EN\rIRONMENTAL
SAT'ETY CONCERNS

4.2.1 Lighting

Concern:

Lighting fixtures along major streets, such as
Main Street just north of City Hall, provide
lighting for automobiles only. Often the
sidewalks on these streets are dark. The
lighting fixtures are evenly spaced at 30 ft
along the road. Automobiles are designed
so that they provide lighting to the street
when they drive, yet the only street lighting
provided is automobile oriented.

Example

A good example of a street in downtown
Winnipeg that provides both pedestrian and
car lighting is Portage Avenue. As noted in
the picture Fl we can see that there are two
different lighting fixtures, each of which
serve a separate function.

The Forks lighting fixture shown as C2l
bottom of the page is an example of a
typical lighting fixture that is both
pedestrian and vehicular oriented

Recommendøtion

o That the City of [Y'innipeg incorporate
street lighting for pedestrians as well as
automobiles -for their streets and
sidewalks and that the lighting fixtures
be designed as one unit to reduce
costs.too An example of a tighting

fixture that meets this requirement is
C21, bottom right.

too 
Gerda Wekerle and Carolyn Whitzman, Safe Cities

(Toronto), 3l: Combining lighting for cars and
pedeshians in Toronto's financial district.

TOP: Gl9
Site: Main
Street
north of
Portage
Avenue.
Time:
l2:30 p.m. .

Date: May
17, 1995.

MIDDLE:
Right Fl
Site:
Portage
Avenue.
Time: I l:00
a.m. Date:
Ãpril26,
1995.

BOTTOM:
Right. C21
Site: The
Forks.
Time 3:00
p.m. Date:
May 15,

r995.
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Concern

The boardwalk along the
Red River just north of the Forks is
perceived as one of the most dangerous
places in Winnipeg.r0l The boardwjL nu,
one lighting fixture in its entire I km
length. It is located in the middle of the
boardwalk. During both visits in February
and March of 1995 the fixture was broken.

The river walk consists of different types of
lighting fixtures. Some of these fixtures are
excellent illuminators for pedestrian
pathways, but others are easily vandalized
and therefore do not provi4^e- the necessary
lighting ( See Cl7 and C1)ro2

Recommendations:

o That lighting along the boardwalk be
more frequent so that the entire
walhttay is ìlluminated and not just one
spot.

That a lighting standard be provided so
that a person can be identified at a
distance of no more than 25 m.
That the lighting fixtures be designed so
that they reduce the opportunity for
vandalism, perhaps through the use of
wire mesh or other materials that are
dfficult to vandalize.

TOP Cf3 Site: Riverwalk
boardwalk along the Red River.
Time: 2:00p.m. Date: May 17,lgg5

BOTTOM Cl7 Site: Stephen Juba
Park
Time l:00 p.m. Date May 15, 1995.

rot Chris Knoll, City of Winnipeg, planning
Department, March 20. 1995.t0' Gerda Wekerle and Carolyn Whitznan, Safe
Cities, 3l: Badly designed and poorly lit areas offer
opportunities for crime to occur and give the
message that an area is unkempt. Is lighting
consistent, i.e. with few or no areas of shadows or
glare, in order to reduce the contrast between
shadows and illuminated areas?
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Concern

The lighting standards that are
provided along the Assiniboine
River are sparse and sporadic.
The lighting fixtures are easily
vandalized and are often
damaged or burnt out.lo3
Lighting fixtures that are
designed to be protected from
casual vandalism and do not
provide adequate for a person to
feel safe. These fixtures are
often easy targets for potential
criminals to create an
environment that provides the
opportunity for a criminal act.
104

Recommendations:

That lightingfixtures be placed
within o reasonable distance

from each other so that they
provide a consistent lighting
pattern along the entire
walkway.
Lighting fixtures do not
necessarily have to be high to
be pedestrian oriented. Photo
CI is an example of a lighting
Jixture that is dfficult to
vandalize. It is at pedestrian
Ievel and provides enough
illumination so that an
individual can be seen from a
distance of 20 m oway.
Lighting along the riverwalk
should have consistent
illuminatìon.

r03 Chris Knoll, City of Winnipeg, planning

Department, March 20, 1995.re Carolyn Whitznan and Gerda Werkerle, Safe
Cities. (New York: Vintage Books, 1969),31.

Cl TOP Site: Rivenvalk lighting fixture.
Time: 12:00 p.m.May 14,1995.

Cll ABOVE - Site: Riverwalk tighting fixture.
Time: 12:00 p.m. May 74,1995.
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Example

The Legislature is typically well lit.
The pathways shown have excellent
lighting and the lighting is well
placed. The lighting is consistent
and provides enough light so that a
person can be seen from a distance
of approximately 20 to 25 metres.
This an excellent example of a well
lit walkway.

Concern

There is a new development behind
the legislature (Summer 1995) in
which a link has been made to the
riverwalk and the legislature. The
lighting fixture that was chosen for
this development is the same lighting fixture
that has often been vandalized in other areas of
the riverwalk. Why was an alternative lighting
fixture not used or studied for this site? (see
Photo C13 for an example of this type of
lighting fixture that has been vandalized and
broken.)los

Recommendations

That alternative designs for lighting fixtures
should be studied. Lighting fixtures that
have proven to be vandalizedfrequently and
fixtures that are often in need of replacing
should be documented and not approvedfor
future use.

That lighting fixtures such as the one on the
right should be considered along the
pathway as they are well designed against
vandalism and provide ample illumination
ofthe site.

to5 
Gerda Wekerle and Carolyn Whitznan, Safe Cities:,

(Toronto, 1995), 31.. Factors that Enhance Safety: Are
lighting fixtures protected from casual vandalism by such
means as wired glass or a lantern-style holder?

TOP: A3 Site Legislature, Pedestrian
Walkway.
Time: l0:15 a.m. Date: April 26,lgg1.

BOTTOM: A8 Site: Legislature
Time: 10:00 am Date: April26,
1995.
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4.2.2 Sightlines

Concern

The University of Winnipeg has a

walkway on the north-west side of the
building that has columns that are
directly in the pathway of pedestrians.
These columns significantly reduce
the sight along the pathway. There
are approximately four such columns
(as the one depicted in the photo)
along the sidewalk. A pedestrian is
either forced to walk on the street
where they can be seen, or forced to
move in and out of sight on the
sidewalk.

The high placement of the windows
along the building is also a problem.
Pedestrians can not be seen from the
inside of the building. 106

Recommendations
o That the City discourage future

developments thqt create barriers
along pathways such as the one at
the University of Winnipeg.

o That where situations (such as
these are already in place
hardware such as mirrors to see

around corners) and good lighting
be provided.

tou 
Safe Citi"r ,32: The inability to see what is

ahead along a route because ofsharp corners,
walls, earth berms, fences, bushes, or pillars
is a serious impediment to feeling and being
safe. Of special concern are large columns,
tall privacy fences, overgrown shrubbery, and
other thick barriers adjacent to pathways
which shield an attacker; impermeable
landscape screen. Are barriers along the
paths visually permeable?

TOP E8 Site: Universityof Winnipeg.
Time: 2:30 p.m. Date: April20, 1995.

Columns block
the view of the
continuous
sidewalk

I ftwall with
windows only at
the top. People
cannot be seen

from the inside
of the building

Pedestrian
Walkway
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Concern

The planters in this urban walkway
make excellent hiding spots for
potential criminals. The planters
are the height of an average
person's chest. There is also no
sight into the walkway from
surrounding buildings so that if any
criminal activity were to happen,
the act would not be seen by
anyone þ the surrounding
'i r. l0'7
DUilCmgS.

Planters,
walkway

the ones in the
ones in front of

the entranceway in the building
below, are found in many urban
parks and walkways in downtown
Winnipeg. Often they obstruct
sight to and from the location.
There is also no lighting provided
in this walkway.

Recommendations
c That the city recommend that

new developments which
include planters such as the
examples shown on this page
should not be allowed to be
constructed unless they are
reduced in height so that they
do not obstruct sightlines.

o That nstural surveillance be
provided by the use of windows
and other forms of stght along
wallo,uays and sireets.

o That lighting be provided
within this walh,vay.

tot 
Gerda Wekerle and Carolyn Whitmran,

Safe Cities, (Toronto, 1995), 32&. 35
High brick planters and fountains cut off
sightlines to the intersection. Are barriers
along paths, for example fences, visually
permeable?

such as

and the

ABOVE: H3 Site:
Walkway between
Lambard and
Portage Avenue
East.
Time: 12:00 p.m.
Date: April27,
1995.

ABO\rE
Fl2 Site Hargrave and
Cumberland.
Time: 3:00 p.m.

Date May 15, 1995.
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4.2.3 Non Surveillance Areas /
Activity Generators

Concern

There is no natural surveillance from
any of the surrounding buildings on
this street. This area is not an activity
generator. Even though it is only a 5-
minute walk from Portage Place, the
area is rarely used for parking or for
pedestrian traffic. The photo to the
right was taken during lunch hour on a
weekday which is typically the busiest
time in the downtown. There is no
street lighting along one side of the
street, which makes this sidewalk
extremely dark and unsafe at night.
Because the building is empty there is
no lighting provided from the inside at
night to help illuminate the sidewalk.
There are also no windows along the
entire length of the building. If the
building was occupied, then sight onto
the street would be impossible
anyway.

Photo El2 has a similar problem: a

long pathway with no natural
surveillance to the site and no
pedestrian lighting on this side of the
street. The design of the building acts

as a visual barrier to the street as there
are no windows to provide sight from
the building onto the street. There are

also no telephone booths or other
emergency systems in the area so that
a person can reach help if needed.

This area is heavily used during the
winter by students but in the summer
and at night the campus becomes
deserted.

ABOVE F13 Site: Edmonton Street
Time: 12:30 p.m. Date: May 17,1995.

Recommendations

o That these streets and sidewalks be
provided with pedestrian lighting
fixtures to reduce the fear of crime as

well as the opportunityþr crime.
o That future developments in the

downtown provide the opportunity of
natural surveillance through the use of
windows on street level where
appropriate.

o Thqt access to emergency services be
provided in both of these locations by
the use of telephones or other meons.

BELOW E12A Site: Universityof Winnipeg.
Time: I l:00 a.m. Date: April 20,1995
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Concern

The overnight deposit spot in the
photo to the right is on an isolated
street. Individuals dropping off
large deposits of money would not
be seen by people passing by at
night. There is also no pedestrian
oriented lighting fixture in front of
this drop off spot.

The Bank of Commerce south of
Portage Avenue has a similar
situation. This money drop off
spot is located in the alleyway
behind Portage Avenue and is
completely out of sight in a

secluded area. There is sight into
the location from a sidestreet,
however, this view is often blocked
by barriers such as garbage

containers, large trucks and cars.

At night this area is lit to a

reasonable level so that a person

can be identified at a distance of
approximately 15 metres away.

This is also an entrapment spot.

I

A person can easily be trapped
with no opportunity to reach help
by the use of a telephone or by
being seen or heard from the
street. 

los

tot 
Safe Cities, 33: Entrapment spots are

small , confined areas adjacent to or near
a well-traveled route, that are shielded on
three sides by some barrier, such as walls
or bushes. Can the entrapment spot be

eliminated?

TOP D7 Site: Scotia Bank, Kennedy just off of
Portage.
Time 3:00 April20, 1995.

Recommendations

o That placement of non fixed items such as
garbage containers, trucks and cars be

considered in relationship to the use of the
space. For example, that garbage
containers do not block of the sight to the
deposit spot.

o That money drop off spots not be in
isolated areas where a criminal has ample
opportunity to commìt a crime.

BOTTOM F16 Site: Bank of Commerce, north of
Portage Avenue.
Time: l:00 p.m. Date: April26, 1995.
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Concern

The following photographs are all
of sites that arc within a 5 minute
walk of City Hall and were taken
at lunch hour. All sites have no
activity on the streets. Portage
Avenue is only a 10 to 15 minute
walk away and is easily accessible.
However the streets are deserted of
people and many of the buildings
are boarded up due to the lack of
activity. In the top two photos the
buildings are boarded up and give
the impression of an unmaintained
*"u.'09

Even right across the street from
City Hall, by the Museum of Man
and Nature, streets are deserted.

For nighttime use, pedestrian
oriented lighting is not provided

Recommendations

That the City ønd developers
look into revitalizing such
pockets in the downtown like
Main Sneet north of City HaU
and the Exchange District.
That the area be maintained at
ø much higher level so that the

area does not look unused.

loe 
Safe Cities (Toronto),46 : Active vital

urban spaces that attract diverse groups of
people are perceived as safe places. But
many urban spaces lack a sense of activity
and liveliness. Generating more activity
often involves planning for different uses

and users rather than design changes. The
purpose of activity generators is to add
"eyes" to the street or open space: to make
a place more secure by populating it. Can
special events be programmed to bring
people into the streets, especially after
dark in the downtown?

ABOVE G1SA Site: Main StreetNorth ofPortage
Avenue,
Time: 12:00 p.m. Date: May 16,1995

Ä,BOVE G10 Site: Princess Street in the Exchange
District.
Time: 12:30 p.m. Date: May 15, 1995

ABOVE G18B Site: Main Street north of Portage
Avenue.
Time; 12:00 a.m. Date: May 15, 1995.
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Example

Portage Avenue generates much
activity during the day. There is a

wide variety of mixed uses, such as

offrce, retail, and some housing
within a five or 10 minute walk.
There is police surveillance during
both the day and night. However,
at night this area does become
somewhat deserted.

Market square is an excellent
activity generator both in the winter
and the suÍtmer. Often special
events are planned in this square

which generates much activity for
the area. Workers tend to use this
as a lunch time park during the
week.

Graham Avenue is an excellent
example of a street whose use has

been intensified. Since this street
caters mainly to bus routes and
pedestrians, the sidewalks have
been widened, lighting has been
geared more to pedestrians than for
vehicular traffic and small coffee
shops have opened up to cater to
people waiting for transit or on a
leisurely walk. llo

tto Safe Cities ,(Toronto), 46. Activity
generators can include, on a small scale,
mixing land uses, but can also include
intensiffing a particular use. Activity
generators do not operate in isolation. It is
not enough to add housing to a

commercial area if the housing is isolated
and without services. Are there
complementary uses, especially in
potentially isolated areas?

TOP F4 Site: Portage Avenue.
Time: I l:00 a.m. Date: May 15,1995

TOP G9 Site: Market Square in the Exchange
District.
Time: 2:00 p.m. Date: May 15,1995.

TOP G27 Site: Graham Avenue. Good example of
a pedestrian Street.

Time 2:0 p.m. Date: May 15, 1995.
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Concern

The Winnipeg Convention Centre
is a concern with respect to safety.
It serves as an island onto its own
with no consideration for the street.
Its windows and doors are tucked
deep into the interior of the
building.

To the north of the Centre there is a
pedestrian sidewalk. This sidewalk
has no pedestrian amenities such as

lighting and view from the interior
of the building. Instead, the
building is a fortress of large
concrete walls.

Behind the north wall there is a

delivery area that is often used by
pedestrians for a shelter. This is
dangerous as often delivery trucks
speed through the corridor.lll

Recommendøtions

o That new developments be

incorporated into the street as
opposed to this development
which is an island.

o That sight to the street be

provided from all sides of ony

future development.
o That the Convention Centre be

studied from a safety
perspective and that this study
be placed in an inventory for
future reference.

t" 
Safe Cities, (Toronto),41. Do building

windows overlook pedestrian routes? Are
blank facades avoided at street level?

TOP D4 Site North side Convention Centre.
Time 12:00 Date: May 23,1995

BOTTOM D5 Site: Convention Centre, delivery
area..
Date; May 23,1995

Columns make
excellent hiding places

Solid wall blocks sightlines from inside
or around the building

This area is often used
by pedestrians in the
winter as shelter
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Concern

This is another example of how the
Convention Centre design has not
taken the pedestrian into
consideration. At the side of the
building, the entrance to the
parking garage forces pedestrians to
walk into a confined, dark area or
walk onto the street and risk
oncoming traffic.

The pedestrian walkway is not well
lit and sight from the inside of the
building is blocked by thick blinds
so that workers inside are not

,,tt2
orsrurDeo.

A person travelling this route can
easily be trapped even though the
other side is open.

Recommendatíons

That future developments
eliminate the use of pedestrían
walh,uøys such as the one at the
Convention Centre.
That more lighting be put in
this walla,vay to allow
pedestrions to see better.
That it be required that at least
one set of blinds be open at all
times so to have sight into the
wallø,vay.

tt' Safe Citi"r, (Toronto), 39. Movement
predictors, or an unchangeable route or
path, offers no choice to pedestrians. An
assailant can predict where persons will
end up once they are on the path and can

wait for them. Can a pedestrian see what
is in the tunnel and what is at the end of it?
Do pedeshians have optional routes?

TOP D2 Site: Winnipeg Convention Centre.
Time: 12:00 p. m. Date: May 23,1995

STREET

Parking Entrance

Pedestrian Walkway

BOTTOM D3 Site: Winnipeg Convention Centre.
Time: 12:00 p. m. Date: May 23,1995
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Concern

On the south side of 55 Carlton Street there are
two sets of stairs that are neither signed or lit.
The stairs descend downward and round a corner.
There is no indication as to where these stairwells
leads or why they are there. ll3

The stairways are not provided with mirrors so
that an individual can see around the corner.

Recommendation

That these stairwells be provided with mirrors
to allow a person to see around the corner.
That a sign be placed stating where the
stairwell leads.
That if the area is restricted a sign be posted
and the stairwell be closed off completely so
as not to allow unrestricted personnel into the
area.
That lighting and signage in the stairwell be
improved so that a person can note its
existence andpurpose.

tt' 
Sufe Citi"s, (Toronto) 51. Is there an entrapment spot

adjacent to a main pedestrian route; for example, storage
area, hidden area below or above grade, or private dead-
end? Can the area be closed offor locked in offhours? For
instance, can the stairwell to a locked building be locked as
well? Are there aids in sight such as convex mirrors?

TOP D8-A Site: 55 Carlton
Building.
Time: I l:00 a.m. Date:May 17,
1995

ABOVE D8B Site: 55 Carlton
Building.
Time: I l:00 a.m. Date:May 17,
1995
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Concern

The bridge underpasses along the
riverwalk are of special concern.
There are five bridges that a person
must walk underneath when they
are travelling along the trail. All
five of the bridges are filled with
graffrti and are not well lit.

'When travelling towards these
bridges in the bright sun it is
difficult to see what is under the
bridge because of the strong
contrast of light and shade.

During one period of observation
there were youths smoking drugs in
the corner of the bridge. They were
difficult to see, however, the bridge
echoed their voices. Depending on
what angle one comes from, the
other side of the bridge cannot be
seen .

As well, in the example of the
Donald Street Bridge, there is a set

of stairs that turn off into a sharp
corner. There are no mirrors at the
bottom to see around the corner.
The low fence at the bottom of the
stairs also limits the direction a
person can run once they have
reached the bottom. lla

tto Safe Cities, (Toronto),32. The
inability to see what is ahead along a route
(because of sharp corners, walls, berms,
fences, bushes, or pillars) is a serious
impediment to feeling and being unsafe.
Are sharp, "blind" corners avoided,
especially on stai¡s or in corridors where
movement can be predicted. Can sudden
changes ofgrade that reduces sightlines on
pathways be avoided or changed to allow
sightlines?

TOP Cl2 Site: Riverwalk pathway at the Main
Street bridge.
Time: l:00 p.m. Date; April26, 1995.

Recommendøtions

o That ø safety audit be conducted of all
bridges to identify site specific problems.

o That lighting along all the pathways
under the bridges be increased.

c That the angle of the bridges be
eliminated so that people qre no longer
able to hide under them. e.g.:

Bridge
No opportunity

Pedestrian walkway Proposed

BOTTOM C8 Site: Donald Street Bridge underpass.
Date: April26,7995

block
off

Hiding place

Exisitng
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Concern

The vacant lot in the photo to the
right is used as an informal
pedestrian pathway. The lot is
located on Main Street north of
Portage. People who use this path
typically park their cars in the
alleys behind rhe buildings. There
is no lighting at the end of the lot
in the alLey. The lot is also poorly
maintained.trs

Recommendøtions

o That the vacant lot either be
provided with pedestrian
amenities, such as lighting
and a paved path, or it be
closed off so that people are
not in any danger when
walking past the site.

Example

The pedestrian pathway Cl2-A is
a good example that is well
maintained and well travelled.
There is ample opportunify for
seating and there are good
sightlines from the building across
from the park. The park could use
more lighting fixtures for night
time use.

ttt Saf" Cities, (Toronto), 13g. It is
important that naturalized areas are seen
to be under the care of parks personnel.
Maintenance, signage, and a visible staff
presence increase the public perception
ofsafety in these areas.

Alley: Parking for cars

Vacant
Lot

Occupied
Building

Main Street

BELOW Ctz-A Site: Riverwalt nyIssinìñãin"
River-
Time l1:00 a.m. April26,1995.

Occupied
Building
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Concern

The boardwalk, aheady mentioned
in the section 4.2.I is poorly
designed. Once a person enters the
boardwalk there is no opportunity
for them to exit until they have
reached the other side. Because
pedestrians are aftaid to walk along
this path, they tend to use the
natural path directly next to the
boardwalk. This path is no more
safe then the boardwalk as it also
offers no opportunity for escape and
has absolutely no lighting. l16

The boardwalk turns several wide
corners all of which reduce sight to
less than 10 meters.

Recommendøtion:

That the boardwalk be
redesigned so that it allows
opportunity for exiting ot
several points during the path
and that material used to fence
the pathway be permeable.
That consistent and vandal
proof lighting be added to the
boardwolk at appropriate
intervals.

ttu Safe Cities, (Toronto), 41. Movement
predictor: pedestrians have no choice to
take this pathway once they have reached
this point. Is there a telephone, emergency
telephone or alarm, and is it adequately
signed?

MIDDLE C14 Site: Riverwalk Boardwatk.
Time 2:00 p.m. Date: l.lay 17,1995

BOTTOM CI2 Site: Riverwalk Boardwalk.
Time 2:00 p.m. Date: is{ay 17,1995
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4.2.4 Maintenance

Concern

If a bench can be vandalized and
no one notices, then is it not just
as easy for a person to be harmed
without anyone seeing the
criminal act? The bench in the
photo to the right has been
vandalized and has been in this
state for approximately 2 weeks.
Benches on the street that have
been broken for several weeks
are of a concern to people who
do not feel safe in the aÍeatr7

There is no sign on or around the
bench that gives any indication of
who to call if the bench needs

repair. A vandalized bench
reduces the opportunity to sit and
observe the neighbourhood.

The photo to the right (bottom) is
of an old theater on Main Street
just north of City Hall. The
building is completely run down
and gives the impression that the
area is deserted. There are two
vacant lots directly adjacent to the
building which adds to the deserted
feeling.

ttt--Safe--Çlties (Toronto), 53. For a

maintenance emergency, such as a broken
lock, door or window, is a phone number
to call prominently posted? Are building
occupancy codes enforced to ensure the
poorly maintained properties are brought
up to standard? Is imagination used to
solve vandalism problems, €.g., murals
where walls are subject to constant
graffiti; formalizing an informal pathway?

TOP G8 Site: Princess Street, in the Exchange
District.
Date: May 15, 1995

Recommendøtíons

That there be ø sign next to site furniture
that lets a person lcnow who to call when

furniture has been vandalized or that there
be a general letter or flyer that informs the
public on who to call if there is a need to
repair vandalized or broken pìoperty.
That buildings such as the theater either be
removed or renovated so thøt they do not
give the impression of a deserted downtown
street. A joint partnership between the City
and developers for funding should be
sought.

BOTTOM G17B Site: Main Street north of
Portage Avenue.
Date: May 15, 1995
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Concern

There are many places in the downtown
where graff,rti can be found (the
following four are examples, 2 on this
page and two on the next page). Graff,rti
often means, much like a vandalized
park bench, that if a person had the
opporfunity to vandalize the property by
painting graffiti with no one seeing the
act then they also have the time to
assault someone without being seen.
The areas in Winnipeg where grafflrti has
been found are areas that are often
isolated and traffic is at a minimum.
Areas that are well travelled or create a
lot of activity tend to have less graffiti.

Recommendøtíons

That there be a program in place to
clean up these areas os soon as they
are reported so as not to give the
impression of a deserted and easily
vandalized qrea.

o That the idea of creating murals by
Iocal artists be studied and
implemented ín areos where
vandalism is a problem. These
places may include under
bridges; in parking areas; and
along storefronts and streets tt9

ltt 
Safe Cities,(Toronto) 53. Is imagination used

to solve vandalism problems, e.g., murals where
walls are subject to constant graffiti; formalizing
an informal pathway? (56) Do signs indicate
how to report maintenance or vandalism
problems of the area and of the sign itself?

TOP Gl7-A Site: Main Street north of
Portage.
Date: May 15,1995

BOTTOM Gl9 Main Street parking Lot.
Date: April 17, 1995
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Concern

The picture to the right is of a
walkway/driveway leading to the
parking garage behind the
building. The entire wall is filled
with grafflrti and postings. The
walkway / driveway to the rear of
the building has no lighting at all
and at night time it looks like a
dark tunnel. The graffiti does not
give the impression of a well
observed and maintained atea.
Not cleaning these areas is a
message.by the owner that they do
not care.l19

The photo below is of the
Provencier Bridge pedeshian
walkway leading to the boardwalk.
The walkway under the bridge has
adequate lighting, however this area
is isolated. Once under this bridge
the riverwalk forces a person to
walk along the I km boardwalk
(photo C2) without rhe opportunity
for exiting. At night time people
tend not to walk here because they
fear for their safety.

TOP Bt4 Donatd Srreer aparrr"ìG, toõt[ãiã,,
Claire. Vandalism
Date: May l7,l991

Recommendøtions:

o Toronto has developed a program in
which local artists paint murals in qreas
that were at one time places that were
constantly íuil of grffiti. This should be
studied and where feasíble murals should
be commissioned.

o Such q program would also adds a sense
of ownership in the community when
local artists contribute to the betterment
of the community.

BOTTOM C23 Site: Riverwatk edge. proGG
Bridge
Date: May 15, 1995

rre Safe Cities, 55. Racist and sexist
graffiti in an Amsterdam housing project
leaves a hostile message. Equality
disturbing - by not cleaning up 

- 
these

expressions of hate - is the message of
indifference by the owners of the buildings.
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4.2.5 Signage / Access to
Emergency Services

Concern

Some signage that is provided in
downtown Winnipeg is not
accurate. For example the sign at
the end of the boardwalk along
the Red River depicts a telephone
that is at a reasonable distance
away. However when attempting
to locate the phone it could not
be found. l2o

Along the entire Riverwalk,
emergency signage is at a

minimum. In very few areas

does one actually see a map of the
arca that describes the entire river
walk. For example, when a
person enters the riverwalk
boardwalk, they do not know how
long the walk will be or where
approximately the boardwalk
ends.

Location signage in Stephen Juba
Park is also at a minimum
depending on where and the
direction one enters the park.

ttosafe-eiü-gs, (Toronto), 55. Knowing
where you are and which way to turn
contributes to the feeling of security.
Public signage is often inadequate, both
in amount and quality. In major cities,
one-quarter or more inhabitants are
functionally illiterate; many more are
'map llliterate". Symbols are, for the
most part, not standardized, and
imaginative responses to these problems
continue to elude both the public and the
private sectors. Are signs strategically
located at the entrances and near activity
nodes? Do they indicate where to go for
assistance

TOP C2B Site: Boardwalk along the Assiniboin
River. Telephone signage.

Recommendøtíons

o That more signage be placed in open space
and walkways, and that the signage not only
tell a person where they are but also where
to find help, locations of telephone booths
and exit locations.

o Thqt signage provided be qccurate and (if
the phone booth is more then a few minutes
away) a time be given so that a person can
easily and quickly evaluate their options.
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Concern

Phone booths may be a problem depending
on the placement and style. For example the
phone booth style (top) may cause a person to
be trapped inside. This may be especially
true when the phone booth is hidden behind a

pillar and cannot be seen from the
intersection. There is no pedestrian lighting
around the phone and therefore the person
using the phone may be in the dark except for
what lighting the phone booth may provide.

The phone (bottom) is out in the open and is
diffrcult to trap a person. It also has excellent
sightlines to and from the area. The
placement of the phone booth is well lit and
in an active *"u-t2t

Recommendøtions

That an inventory of all existing phone
locations be done and that the
problematic ones be removed and
replaced with phones such as the one in
the photo þottom DI4).
That all phone booths be placed in well
lit and active areas where possible so that
they do not create an entrapment spot for
users.

That areas be signed so that people lcnow
where they mayfind a public telephone.

t" Safe Cities, (Toronto), 58. Are there enough
phones in the areas and how are they distributed
throughout the space? Are they clearly marked and
visible?

TOP Dl4 Typical old style
telephone booth is hidden behind the
concrete barrier.

BOTTOM D27 New style
telephone. This booth does not
provide the same opportunity for
entrapment.
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4.1.4 Mixed Land Use

Concern

Separating offi ce, retail, commercial
and residential areas from each

other creates public streets that are

empty and unused during certain
times of the day or week. More
specifically it is difficult to create a
sense of community when people
are only in the downtown to do one
thing.

The uses in the downtown aïe
fairly separated. For instance the
south part of the downtown is
mainly residential; the Exchange
district is office and warehouse;
Portage Avenue is retail with a few
high rise apartment units for
seniors; Portage and Main Street is
high rise office and government;
and the University of Winnipeg is
institutional with some student
housing; and the Forks is mainly

122open space.

r22 Safe Cities. (Toronto), 47. Are the
uses complementary? Are activity
generators located along an "active edge"
or along one or two pedestrian paths in
large parks or on the boundary of large
developments? An active edge creates a
boundary of space that is inviting rather
than threatening to passers-by.
Encouraging street vendors or food
vendors in parks and sensitive placement
of seating areas informally generates

activity along the edge of the path. Can
off-hour uses be developed for potentially
dead space? Can special events be
programmed to bring people into the
streets, especially after dark in the
downtown? Can space be created for
outdoor cafes?

TOP
Itme:

Bl Site: Kennedy and Assiniboine
10:30 a.m. Date: April 26,1995

There is a need for more of a residential
component in the downtown. However with a
residential component there must also come
the necessary elements to maintain these
residents. For example there must be a
competitive grocery store which the
downtown is currently lacking. There must
also be other easily accessible amenities such
as variety stores and video stores so that
people living in the area do not have to leave
to get necessities.

Recommendøtíons

That a study be done on compatible land
uses within the downtown.
Thøt ømenities that are required to service
and maintain a residential population,
such as a grocery store, be added to the
downtown.
Thøt special events and programming be
implemented to bring more people to the
downtown, not only during the day but
also at night.
That space be added þr public outdoor
cafes and sidewalk restaurants on major
streets.
That offhours uses be developed for
potentially dead space.
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4.3 MICRO.
ENVIRONMENTAL
SAFETY
CONCERNS

4.3.1 BuildingEntrances

Concern

The Winnipeg Safety Building
has a poorly designed
entrance. The entrance is
blocked off by a large
concrete barrier which makes
natural surveillance to and
from the urban park and the
street diffrcult. A person
walking or driving by cannot
see where the entrance is nor
if a person is in any danger.
This is ironic as this is the
police headquarters for safety
concerns.

The urban park in front of the
Public Safety Building is
typically deserted even though
it is next to City Hall and
could be used as an excellent
outdoor lunch time spot.

The windows in this building do not
provide an overall view of the
street. For example, the windows
are designed with concrete mullions
that jut out, limiting the sightlines
of the person looking out or in.

Recommendøtion

o That the City discourage
developments that have
entrances that block offthe view
into the street or into an open

Gl3 Site: Public Safety Building.
Time 2:00 p.m. Date: l|l4ay 16,1995.

Urban Pa¡k

Wall blocking the view
into the park. WalI is
over 5 ft.

spqce area where natural surveillance is
appropriate.
That the Public Safety Building look into
removing this banier to provide natural
surveillance into the urban pork.
That entrances be designed so that they
provide a view onto the street or open
space in which they are located.
That all entrances are clear and visible
from the street.
That building windows be designed so
that they give full view to the street or
open space.
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Concern

The Weight Loss Clinic on
York arrd Hargrave is an
example of a poorly designed
entrance. It provides no view
from the interior of the building
to the exterior. The parking lot,
where most patrons park after
work and in the dark, has no
opportunity to be seen from
inside of the building. The
parking lot on the outside of the
building is completely isolated
from the building. 123

The Police Car Repair building
has a similar problem. There is no sight from
the interior of the building to the sidewalk on
street level. The building face is done in a

glossy material to give the illusion of a window.
If the Police did not want anyone to look into
the building, then why did they not at least put a
one way mirror on the ground floor to give
people the security that they are being watched?

Recommendations

That all buildìngs at street level provide
windows so that natural surveillance of the
sidewall<s and parking areas can be
achieved.

That if windows are inappropriate then
some other form of surveillance be þund so
that a personfeels that they cqn be seen and
are not in any danger.

tt' Suf" Citi"t, (Toronto), 33. Are there good sightlines to
lobby entrances? Are there good s,itelines into stairwells
or parking garages?

D23 Site: York and Garry Street Weight Loss Clinic.
Time: 2:00 p.m. Date: May 17,1995.

Gl Site: Police Car Repair, King
Street in the Exchange District.
Time 3:00 p.m. Date: May 16,1995.

98
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Concern

The east side entrance at the
University of Winnipeg is
difficult to see from approach.
The lighting in the
entranceway is poor and it is
difficult to see around the
stairs to get the full view of
exactly what is around the
corner. The entrance could be
an entrapment spot when the
doors are locked after hours.
There is also no sight from the
inside of the building to the
entranceway.

The Avis entrance on York
and Hargrave is a similar
situation. When walking by
or standing at the bottom of
the stairs leading to the entrance, the top cannot be
seen. There is little lighting provided for this
entrance. After hours this may make an excellent
entrapment spot for employees leaving the buitding
or anyone walking by who could be dragged into
the dark and out of sight.

Recommendations:

That the lighting standard of 4.0 þot-candles
be upgraded in entranceways that are secluded
from sight, such as the two above examples, so
that people can see where they are going.
That entrances such as these that block the
view from the sidewalk, provide other methods
of surveillance, so that a person may feel safe
when entering the location.
That in new development this design of
entrance be discouraged.

El2A Site: University of
Winnipeg.
Time: 12:00 p.m. Date:
April20,1995.

814 Site: York and Hargrave.
Avis entrance that is dark and not
visible from the sheet.
Time: 12:30 p.m. Date: ll.lay 17,
1995
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Concern

The residential building
entrance
Broadway

Hargrave and
poorly lit and

provides no sight onto the
street. The interior glass
enclosed entrance is dark and
cannot be seen from the street,
even at night. The entrance is
removed from the street and is
in the driveway parking area.

Often cars parked in this area

block off the driveway to the
parking area and at the same

time block off sightlines. The
column directly in front of the
building blocks view to and
from the street. There are no
surveillance cameras or mirrors

Photograph EI2 illustrates a

similar entrance that is
removed from the street and
sidewalk. This entrance also
has another barrier which is
garbage storage. This creates
an excellent opportunity for
potential criminals to hide.
The lighting in this entrance is
poor as there is only two
lighting fixtures in the entire
corridor. The rest of the
lighting provided is inadequate
from the interior of the
building.

TOP B7 Site: Hargrave and Broadway. Building
entrance.
Time: 1l:00a.m. Date: April 15, 1995.

Recommendøtions

o Thøt additionøl lighting be provided in both
of these areos to ø minimum of 4.0 þot-
candles

c That garbage and other materials not be
placed in areas that block entrances or
obstruct the view of any sight to and from a
building.

o That entrances to residential building such qs

the one above be discouraged in future
developments.

812 Site: Universityof Winnipeg.
Time: 12:00 p.m. Date: April 10. 1995

on
is
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Concern

As a protection method against vandalism the door
(see A9) has been changed from a complete glass
door allowing sight to and from the building interior
to an entrance that provides no sight.

The examples below (84 e, F6) are entrances that
provide excellent view to and from the street. The
entrances provide opportunity for patrons to be seen
through the glass.

G20 is an example of a residential building on Main
Street North that is blocked off by a gate so that
unwanted pedestrians cannot enter the buitding.
This is the "fortress approach" style of creating a
safe environment. There is a bench inside the gate
that provides opportunity for a resident to
sit and people watch but not be harmed
from passing pedestrians.

Recommendøtions

That building entrqnces and store fronts
be designed to provide views to and
from the site.
That Main Street North be examined to
find out why these residents felt it
necessory to gate themselves off from
the rest of the street.

BOTTOM G20. Site: Main Street building
entrance.
Date: May 15, 1995

TOP A9 Site: Main Street
north of Portage Avenue.
Time: 3:00 p.m. Date: May 15,
1995

BELOW ( MIDDLE) E4 Site: portage
Avenue store front.
Time: 12:00p.m. Date: Apri|lT, 1995

BOTTOM F6 Site: Promenade Street
behind Portage Place.
Time: 2:00 p.m. Date: April 17, 1995
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4.3.2 Parking

Concern

The parking garuge at Ellis and Carlton is a safety
concern. The interior is poorly lit, the stairway and
exits are not signed and the exits are entrapment spots.
One exit turns a sharp corner at which time there is a
sign on the door that warns people that there is no
access to the first level. The exit door is made
partially of glass to allow a person to see in and out,
however, the reflection from the light and the darkness
of the corridor on the other side of the door does not
allow sight through the glass.

Overall, the parking garuge looks poorly maintained.
At the time of the analysis, there was garbage
everywhere. It was difficult to find an exit stairwell
and the most obvious exit is the one intended for cars.
There is an attendant present until 9:30 p.m., after
which time the garage is devoid of any kind of
surveillance.

Recommendations

That the owner of the garoge add more lighting so
that it reacltes o CSA standsrd of 5 þot-candles.
That the walls and ceilings be painted white to
reflect the lighting and to give the feeling of a
clean environment.
That exit and entry signage be added so that a
person can easilyfind their way out of the garage.
That the hours of the garage attendant be posted
so the patrons are aware of natural surveillance
opportunities.l24

t'o 
Safe Cities, (Toronto), 82. Underground parking garages are one

of the most problematic kinds of urban space, according to studies
in Toronto, Manchester, London, and Amsterdam. Many garages
are poorly designed and maintained. Is the garage lit to a minimum
standard of 5 foot-candles? Is the lighting level l0 foot-candles in
stairways? Are walls and ceiling painted white or another light
colour? Are there good sightlines to the exits? Are exits free of
sharp turns? Are there exit signs clearly indicating how to get out
in an emergency?

ALL F144, B, C. Site
Carlton and Ellis.
Date: May 16,1995
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Example

The Public Safety Building Parking
Garage, and the Albert Street parking
garage are two excellent examples of
parking garages that have considered
personal safety and security in their
designs. Both are well lit and have
excellent signage at entrances and exits.

In both of the examples, the stairs and
exits are well marked and allow
opportunity for surveillance into the
elevator through the use ofglass. In both
buildings the attendant can easily
observe patrons walking to and from
their cars. The Public Safety Building
parking garage has a Closed Circuit
Television "CCTV" c¿rmera for extra
sight into the lobby.

The walls and ceilings are all painted
white to reflect the light that is projected
into the space. Sharp corners are
equipped with mirrors to allow a person
to see around them. Each floor and area
is signed so that a patron can identifu
their car location without any problem.
Both garag^e_s seem to be very well
maintained'')

Recommendøtion

o That all City of Winnipeg parking
garages be brought up to the
standards of these garages.

t" Suf" Citi"s, (Toronto), 79. Are there video
cameras in stairwells, elevators, lobbies, at
vehicle entrances and exits? Do doors have
windows so people can see into an elevator
lobby or into the area between fire doors? Are
attendants' booths located so that there are good
sightlines? Are the walls and ceilings painted
white or another light colour?

TOP cll-A Site: Public Safety Building
Parking Garage.
Date: May 17,1995

MIDDLE Glf-B Site: Pubtic Safety
Building Parking Garage.
Date: May 17,1995

BOTTOM G3 Site: Albert Street parking
garage. Date: May l7,l991
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Concern

The parking garage in the photo to
the right is a partially indoor
garage and partially outdoor lot.
The garage portion is an
entrapment spot. It is poorly lit
and is not well maintained.
Garbage containers are stored by
the exit creating a sharp blind
corner when exiting from the inside
of the building. There are five
parking spots to the rear of the
garage in which there is no
lighting and there is no view into
the spots. The walls are dark and
do not reflect the minimum lighting
that is provided. Exit signs are not
clearly marked. There are no
pedestrian exit paths from the
parking lot.126

The photo at the bottom right is of
a residential parking lot. The
building provides parking gffages
for its residents. Unfortunately
these parking garages are run down
and make excellent entrapment
spots. A person can be dragged
inside one ofthe garages and not be
seen or heard. There is no
surveillance from the adjacent

ttu Safe Cities. (Toronto), 76. While
underground parking garages have
received attention, security issues relating
to surface parking lots have been
neglected. Like underground parking
garages, surface lots can be badly
designed, poorly lit, and isolated. Surface
parking lots range from small three- or
four-space lots behind, in front of, or
adjacent to buildings, to very large lots
with thousands of spaces found around
shopping malls. Where lots are more than
50 spaces, added precautions are taken.

TOP 812 Site: Chateau Claire parking garage.
Time: 2:00 p.m. Date: ll/ay 16,1995

building lot and there is no lighting.
Recommendations

o That additional tighting be added to the
parking lots such as the one above that do
not meet the minimum of CSA standard of
5 foot-candles.

o That the walls and ceilings in parking
garages be painted white or a light colour
so that they will reflect the lighting that is
provided.

o Thøt entrance and exit signs be placed at
entrances and exits so thøt people htow
exactly where they are.

o That the parking garages below be
removed or maintained and that natural
surveillance by residents be promoted.

BOTTOM B5 Site: Edmonton and Assiniboine
residential parking garâge.
Date: May 16,1995
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Concern

In many residential buildings
within the downtown, parking
areas are partially indoor and
outdoor. The photo to the right is
a parking lot that has
approximately 9 parking stalls
under the second floor of the
building and the rest are out in the
open.

In this example, the lighting in the
underground portion is poor.
From the street, even in broad
daylight, one cannot see a car or a
person in the garage. As well there
is a fence that blocks off any view
into the parking area which
removes opportunity for sightlines
from the street.l2T

Garbage containers are also placed
at the entrance of the garage portion
which limits sight into the parking
aTea.

The photo below is of a residential
building that has a similar situation
as the one above. This building,
however, has opporfunities for sight
and has added a window into the
parking area. A person parking
their car can be seen from the
street.

ttt Saf" Cities, (Toronto), 81. Do parking
lot users have clear sightlines from the
entrance through the lot? Do solid fences
or advertising block the view? Can
unnecessary buildings or sheds be moved?
Is the parking lot at the side or back of the
building adjacent to alcoves or waste
space? Is formal surveillance of parking
encouraged through placement of
windows in new buildings so that they
overlook the lot?

TOP B3 Site: Assiniboine and Kennedy
Underground residential parking lot.
Date: May 16,1995

Recommendøtìons

o That the underground parking portion of
these residential buildings be treated the
same as the underground and above
ground parking garages with respect to
Iighting standards, wall treotment and
sightlines.

o That examples such as the one below be

followed in future developments to
optimize the opportunity for s ightline s.

BOTTOM 814 Site: Hargrave alleyway.
Date: May 17,1995
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Concern

Of the surface Parking lots analyzed
in the downtown, lighting is poor.
For example, the lot at Lombard and
Westbrook has only one lighting
fixture on the entire lot. The lot
does not provide any opportunity
for natural surveillance to and from
the site. During the day, the lot is
full of cars which makes it difficult
to find the way out. Signage
marking exists is almost non
existent.

Some of the surface parking lots are
following a new trend by removing
attendants and putting automated
machines in their place. This
reduces the opporfunity for
surveillance of the parking lot.
Some parking machines are hidden
behind walls such as the one in the
photo to the right, thus reducing the
opportunity for a person to be seen
when they are paying for parking.l2s

The parking lot at Garry Street is an
excellent example of a parking lot
that provides good visual
surveillance. It is well lit, well

t" Safe Cities, (Toronto), 83. Is lighting
adequate to see the inside of a car's back
seat before entering the car? Is lighting
consistent and avoiding shadows? Do solid
fences or advertising block the view? If
there is no attendant, are there several well-
lit, clearly marked entrances in order to
prevent the lot from acting as an
entrapment spot? Are there emergency
telephones throughout the lots with
accompanying raised, illuminated
international telephone signs? Are there
other ways to summon help?

maintained and gives
the impression that
there is natural
surveillance.

Recommendation

o That the city develop
guidelines .fo,
surface parking lots
with respect to
lighting, natural
surveillance and
maintenance.

o That the parking
lot below be used
as an example.

TOP G24 Site: Notre
Dame and Garry Street
Date: May 16,1995

Gl Site: The Exchange
District parking lot.
Date: May 16,1995

H4 Site Lombard and \ilestbrook.
Date: May 16,1995
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4.3.3 Open Space

Concern

The urban park behind 55
Carlton Street is deserted even
during office hours. This may be
because it gives the impression
of an unsafe park. The bushes
and trees are overgrown. A
person traveling down the middle
path cannot see over the natural
environment. Lighting is sparse
and at a low angle which makes
it difficult to see beyond a certain
height.r2e

The planters towards the rear of the
park are raised. They are too high
to provide comfortable seating.
The planters also block view to the
other exits in the park. A person
entering cannot see from one end to
the other. The park is also
completely removed from the street
and therefore does not allow the
opportunity for natural survellance.

t2e Safe Cities, (Toronto), lZ7.
Historically, parks have been viewed as

oases and sanctuaries from urban life.
Traditionally, parks have been designed to
tum their backs on the city through the use
of buffers that surround the park and
protect it from noise, traffic and the
surrounding buildings. Yet this design
philosophy creates areas of concealment,
prevents users from seeing what is around
them, and limits escape routes. The
uncertainty this instills in park users
creates a sense offear and results in lower
usage. Is lighting adequate?
Is it possible to see most of the park from
the street? Do pathways have unimpeded
sightless, especially where they curve or
change grade, so that people can see in
and out of them?.

TOP D9 Site: Urban Park behind 55 Carlton
building.
Time: 12:00p.m. Date: May22,7995.

Recommendations

o That the bushes in this park be cut back
and manicured to allow for sight through
the park, giving a person the opportunity
to see all the exits of the park.

o That the planter be removed or reduced so
. that they provide and opportunity for
seating and natural survellance.

o That the future urban park developments
be discouraged from being completely
blocked offlrom the street

BOTTOM DlO Site: Urban Park behind 55 Carlton
Street.
Time: 12:00 p.m. Date: May 22,1995
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Concern

The urban park on portage and
Hargrave is well used during the day.
However after hours and between
lunch and dinner, the park is
deserted. l3o

There is a lack of activity in urban
park on portage and Central park,
even though there is an excellent
opportunity for seating. The planters
and benches in these parks unlike the

park behind 55 Carlton, are at a
good height to allow seating for
pedeshians

Despite Central Park's residential
component, the atea is
underutilized. It is designed as an
island surounded by busy streets.
The residential apartments adjacent
to the park are therefore removed
from the site and no ownership of
the area is taken. There is much
opportunity in the park, yet for some
reason the park is generally empty.

Recommendations

o That these parks be used as qn
activity node and special events
be planned so thqt the people

will become accustomed to
using the park.

t'o 
Safe Cities, (Toronto), l2g. parks are often

underutilized during evening hours even
though this is when many potential users have
discretionary time. A¡e principle access routes
to night activity nodes identif,red and is their
use encouraged? Are nighttime routes made
more visible by improving sightlines to them
a1d by giving priority parrols? Is the park
above or below grade and hidden from Ae
street?
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Concern

A safefy audit was done on the Winnipeg
Central Library Park in February of 1995.
Participants included library staff city
councilors and the Safe City Committee
Coordinator.

The park is frequented during the daytime,
especially in the surnmer months. At night,
however, a number of park features become
urban safety problems.

The main source of lighting is provided by
light fixtures that are evenly spaced
throughout the park. During the evening
hours, the lighting level is enhanced to some
degree by the light from the building. This is
only when the library is open. There is a
general feelirlg that the lighting in the park is

. l3llnaoequaïe.

The park is isolated during the evening which
is heightened by the barriers along the south
wall and the berms within the park. The
pathways to the south contain high planters
which create entrapment spots for pedestrians
strolling there.

Graffiti on barriers give the illusion of an
unmaintained area.

Recommendations

To only improve the lighting in this park
would be inadequate. The entire park
must be redesigned. The berms, high
planters, entrapment spots, etc. all must
be eliminated in order to create a safe
environment.
Future parks discourage this type of
design.

t" 
Safe City Committee, Cenhal Public Library Safety

Audit Reoort. 1995

All Photos in order Dl5, D16, D17, D18
Site: Urban Park: Winnipeg Central
Library.
Time: l:30p.m. Date: ìN4ay23,1995.
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4.3.4 InteriorWallrways

Concern

The N.W. underground north-west
passage entrance on Portage and
Main is not well designed There
are no mirrors that allow a person
to see around the comer. A
potential criminal could easily be
concealed, waiting around the
corner.

There is also no other opportunity
to cross Portage and Main Street
without entering the underground
unless a pedestrian illegally crosses
the road. In order to cross the road,
a pedestrian must hop 3 foot
concrete barriers.

There is one surveillance camera in
the stairwell, however only a small
portion of the stairwell can be
observed by this camera. At the
bottom of the stairs (see G5-B)132 a
person is still unsure as to what lies
around the corner. Also, there is no

t" Safe Cities, (Toronto), g4. Grade
separation occurs when funnels or
overpasses separate pedestrian traffic.
While the rationale for building tunnels
and overpasses varies, the net result is that
oppormnities for natural surveillance are
diminished. Pedestrian underpasses
create security problems, especially when
there are dangerous places in the
immediate vicinity. Underground
pedestrian malls present some of the same
problems as funnels; they drain life from
the downtown streets. While informal
surveillance in underground malls is
possible during hours in which stores are
open, they can be very scary places after
hours. Is the tunnel, underpass, or
overpass necessary; that is, are there no
alternatives?

GS-A Site Portage Avenue and Main Street north
west underground entrance.
Date: May 23,1995

signage indicating that this is the underground
tunnel to cross Portage and Main.

Recommendøtions

That all locations that are similar to this
case be equipped with miruors so that
individuals can see around corners.
That surveillance cameras be provided in
areas where natural surveillance is not
possible.
That signage and mapping be provided ot
all entrances of the underground path so
that a person knows exactly where they
are and where they are going.

G5-B Site: Portage Avenue and Main Street north
west underground entrance.
Date: May 23,1995
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Concern

The underground concourse below
Portage and Main Street is a
problematic atea. During the day it is
busy with pedestrians working in the
core or shopping. However, at night
this pathway is deserted. There is no
natural surveillance after hows in the
tunnel. There is also no alternative
route,^to crossing at Portage and
Main"'

Due to the dark colour of the decor of this path,
the lighting provided is inadequate. Lighter
walls would have been more appropriate so that
they may reflect available light.

Exits leading from this underground path are
also intimidating. The photo G6 depicts an
entry/exit that is not well lit, does not provide a
view to the top of the stairs and once a person
reaches the top they must turn a sharp corner to
exit.

Recommendøtions

o That mirrors be provided to allow
pedestrians to see around sharp corners
such as the one in photo G6.
That lighting in the tunnel be improved
either by the lighting of the decor of by the
use of stronger lights.
That there be an alternative option other
thøn using the underground path ot grade
level for night time use.

t" Safe Cities, (Toronto) 85. Existing underground
pedeshian pathways, especially those malls in the city
centre found under office buildings, cannot be wished
away. ln the case of existing malls, the provision of
alternative aboveground routes, a good map system, and
the introduction of design standards for retrofitting
existing pathways, as well as new pathways, are all
priorities. Is there an alternative route to using tle tunnel
during offhours?

TOP Gs-C Site: Underground
walkway at Portage and Main.
Time; 4:00p.m. Date: May23,
t995

BOTTOM c6 Site: Portage
Avenue and Main Street north west
underground entrance.
Date; May 23,1995.
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Example

This is an excellent example of a
sþwalk that provides passersby at
ground level to see into the
overpass. There is good day and
nighttime lighting provided in rhis

134cotïtoor.

Concern

Winnipeg has an extensive interior
elevated pedestrian system. Some
areas like the one to the right are
designed to optimize pedestrian
sightlines. However others areas
are not so fortunate. Skywalks
frequently lack certain simple items
to make them safe environments.
These include signage to let a
person know exactly where they
are, where the exits are, the hours
of the skywalk and which sections
are closed down after these hours
and the location of emergency
phones and security.

In 1993 a security report was done
on the skywalk systeml35 This
report identified several
deficiencies in the walkway system.
These included lack of signage,
lack or surveillance and entrapment
spots.

t34 Safe Cities, (Toronto), 88. Are
skywalks designed so that passersby at
ground level can see pedeshians clearly?
Are skywalk entrances closed after hours?
To avoid confusion do signs clearly
indicate how to get through the skywalk
system.
r35 Security Report: The Walkway,
Winnipeg's Downtown Pedeskian
Walkway System (Inner Tech). 1993.

TOP D19 Site: fnterior walkway, Donald Street
Overpass.

The skywalk between the Winnipeg Central
Library and the underground mall has a night
security guard that observes this location.
When the guard is on a break the corridor
becomes a long deserted entrapment spot in
which a person cannot be seen or heard.

Recommendation

o That the changes recommended in the
above report be implemented.

o That the sþwalk provide more signage so
that pedestrians will lcnow where they are
at all times.

o That the there be an alternative safe route
to grade level þr pedestrians during the
day and after hours.

o That all stairwells and exit points be well
signed and lit so that o person can easily
and safety find their way out in an
emergency.
That video cameras be placed in areas
where natural surveillance is not possible.
That mirrors be placed in all sharp
corners to provide sight.
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4.3.5 AIIeys and Laneways

Concern

The three examples of alleys Bg, F20
and Dl arc all lacking similar qualities
which could make them a safe
environment. Alt three alleys are
poorly lit; photo F20 shows only one
lighting fixture along the entire length.
All three are typical examples of
poorly maintained alleys that are found
in downtown V/innipeg. Garbage
containers may create barriers to
building eltrances and sight through
the alleysr36 Most of the utt.y. witfrln
the downtown are used for parking
space. Cars may block full sight
through the alleys and create pãor
sightlines through the alleys.

Recommendatíon

That lighttng Ìn alleys be upgraded
to equal that of street lighting. It is
important not to provide too much
Iight in the alleys or it may become
more of a nuisance to the residents
than a help.
That pedestrian lighting be
ínc orp o r ate d if ne e de d.
That alleys be mqintained at a
much higher level of service.

t'u 
Safe Cities, (Toronto), 65. Laneways and

alleyways off or behind residentiaj and
commercial streets are often isolated spots,
poorly lit and maintained. At worst, aìleys
become unsafe and unsupervised places thi
provide criminal access to houses. Is the
Iighting in laneways and alleys the same
quult? as rhe srreet lighting? Are laneways
straight with more than one enfrance? Is
maintenance of public and private alleys
enforced?
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Example

Photo F3 and F5 are excellent
examples of alleys that have been
transformed from those shown on
the previous page to pedestrian
friendly corridors.

Both alleys are well lit and provide
pedestrian amenities, such as
seating, lighting and fountains.

Parking is still provided on the
street but it has been regulated and
,edrrc.d.l37

A residential component for
seniors has also been added at a
pedestrian scale to the street.

Small stores and shops, as well as
an educational opportunity have
been added to this area.

Recommendations

That the city look into the

feasibility of converting more
of its alleys in a similqr
fashion to mqke them more
p e de s tr Ì an fr i e ndly and s afe
That the city develop
guidelines for alleys in respect
to pedestrian and street
Iighting as well as parking.

t" 
Safe Cities, (Toronto), 116. A small

cafe courtyard livens up a laneway in a
Toronto midtown commercial dishict.
Laneways that are often used as shortcuts
can be transformed into pedesfrian streets
with the cooperation of neighbouring
businesses. Is it possible to transform
alleys into pedestrian streets or linear
parks?

TOP F3 Site: Alley behind portage plac-
Time: 3:00 p.m. Date: May 22,1995.

BOTTOM F5 Site: Alley Behind portage place.
Time: 3:00 p.m. Date: May 22,1995.
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4.3.6 Transportation

Example

The bus shelter to the right is an excellent
example of a shelter that is well lit, well
maintained, allows opportunity for
sightlines to and from the street and does
not create an entrapment spot. The shelter
has two exit and entry doors that allow a
escape. The shelter is lit from the interior
so that when street lighting if inadequate
or inappropriate then the shelter provides
enough light so that transit users feel safe.
138

The shelter to the right is an example of a shelter
with advertising. Even though this shelter is
blocked off at one side it still provides the user
with excellent view to and from the street. Fl7-B is
of a bus shelter with no advertising and maximum
view to the street. These shelters are not self-lit
and therefore pedestrian street lighting must be
present. Unfortunately at this location it was not
present and at night the area is not only deserted
but also dark. This bus route does not run at night.
This could be a reason why the shelter is not lit.
However in the winter darkness comes a 4:30. The
bus route is most likely still running at this point.

Recommendation

That lighting at bus shelters be evaluated to
make sure thqt it is appropriate for the location.
That bus routes and schedules be located at all
stops so that waiting is minimized.

t" 
Safe Cities, (Toronto), 64. Is the area adjacent to the transit

stop well lit so that passerby and passing automobiles can discern
faces of people waiting. If there is a shelter does it avoid over
lighting so that the user does not feet like a fish in a bowl? If
there is a bus shelter, is it transparent with no obstructing
advertising or graffiti? Do adjacent land uses contribute to the
lack ofsafety at bus stops?

TOP Flf Typical bus shelter at heavily
used locations. Portage and Osbourne

MIDDLE Fr7-A Site: Typical
bus shelter with advertising
(mediacom).
Date: May 23,1995.

BOTTOM F17- B Site: Typical
shelter without advertising
(citÐ.
Date: May 23,1995
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4.4 SUMMARY

There are many other areas in Winnipeg in which personal safety has not been considered

in the design process. There are also many other good examples of environments that are

safe and have considered personal safety in their design. Not all spaces are poorly

designed. Nonetheless, if all safety concerns were considered this practicum would never

be complete. Further research on more specific locations should be done by persons who

have concerns.

General findings from the analysis include:

o Street lighting in the downtown should be geared to pedestrians as well
as to automobiles.

' Lighting standards should be designed so that they are easy to maintain
and difficult to vandalize.

o Sightlines should be optimized. Shurp corners or impediments should
not in any way hinder a person,s view.

o Building sight impediments such as the one found at the University of
Winnipeg (88) should be discouraged. Buildings should be designeá so
that the maximum amount of sight is provided.

o Building entrances should be geared to the street and should have no
impediments blocking the view.

o Buildings should be oriented to the street to provide natural
surveillance. The Winnipeg Convention Centre is poor example of this.o Bank machines and money drop-off spots should be located where
natural surveillance is optimized.

o The use of berms, overgrown shrubs and trees or planters that hinder
sight in open space should be discouraged.

o Impediments such as garbage and storage should not block entrances or
create impediments to sight.

o Accessibility to emergency services should always be provided whether
it be through the use of signage, telephones or by sight from other
persons travelling in the area.

. Signage in the interior walkway system should be provided at all
emergency exits. orientation signage should also be provided.
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Parking garages should provide a minimum of 5.0 foot-candles of light,
and should have light coloured walls to reflect the maximum amount of
light. All exists within a parking garcge should be labeled and be
visible from all angles of the parking garage.
Parking garages should create an opportunity for natural surveillance
especially when operated by a parking attendant. The parking attendant
should be familiar with emergency procedures.
surface parking lots should not be forgotten when developing
guidelines. surface parking should have a minimum standard of
lighting so that a person can see into the back seat of their car before
entering. They should also be well signed and impediments should not
hinder view.
opporlunities to choose a route should be provided in all cases.
Entrapment spots create unsafe places.
over-designing an environment may also make it too sterile and,
despite the fact that it is safe, it becomes aesthetically displeasing and
unused.

Maintenance is an important factor in creating an environment that is
safe. Further research should be initiated to develop maintenance
programs for graffrti and the general maintenance of site furniture and
facilities.
That building codes and by-lays be enforces.
That if the cost of providing all of the above concems greatly exceeds
the financial ability of the city or the owner of the space, a list of
prioritize should be made so that issues of highest concerns are dealt
with first.

Further study of the downtown is required. However this should be done by users

and user groups of the downtown. Once a problematic areahas been identified an

audit should be done and a priority list of items to be addressed completed. A list

of priorities at this time would be ineffectual as each area is unique and each

concern different.

a

o
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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5.1 SUMMARY

Through information, education, design guidelines and communication with the public

and parties who design space, the city of v/innipeg can address its safety weaknesses. In
order for gains to be realized.' complete commitment from the city, designers of, the

environment and the citizens of Winnipeg is needed.

5,2 GATHERING INFORMATION

Gathering information is the frst step towards finding solutions to safety problems. In
order to understand how to design a safe city, one must understand what ¡s unsafe.

Identifying and studying real structures and spaces with actual safety problems wi' shed

light onto the factors that contribute to these situations.

Information can be gathered in a number of ways. The safety Audit Kit, designed

specifically for winnipeg, is a tool that can evaluate issues on macro and micro levels.

Through general and site-specific questions, the audit asks actual space users to assess their

environment' since the issue comes down to personal safety and the perception of personal

safety, the audit is an ideal measure.

The people who should evaluate unsafe places are the ones that fear these places the most.

The user of the space is the best person to evaluate it. A non-user cannot completely

evaluate someone else's wlnerability. However, users find it diffrcult to make such
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evaluations if they fear the space themselves. Each person perceives a space differently. A

professional opinion should also be used in this process. City staff with technical

experience and knowledge of the subject can also provide key, objective insight.

Audits should be broken down into small areas or components to make sure that all safety

concems are addressed. If the area is too large, such as "the downtowï1", only a few

problematic places can be addressed. Attempting to gather too much information may not

bring to light some specific safety concems.

The audit process should be documented and conholled so that the exercise is not done in

vain. It would be futile to conduct a safety audit if there was no process of gathering the

information and no process of implementation. Safety concems should be dealt with

immediately whether it be through delegation or through Community involvement.

Recommendøtion I

Funding þr changes to the environment þr personal safety is always a concern in

today's economy. Concerns and issuets must be prioritized and a system must be

developed to qllocate available funds to the areas of highest importance. A

prioritized list will make sure that issues of top concern are dealt withfirst and that

limitedfunding can be placed where it is most needed.
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Recommendøtion 2

That the public, specffically the users of the downtown, be involved in the gathering

of information using the existing Safety Audit Kit. This may be coordinated by the

Safe City Committee Coordinator or by active community groups with the aid of city

workers.

Recommendøtion 3

That the information gathered be processed into aformat that is easy to understand

and easy to implement- A small comprehensive log book or electronic fite of otl

concerns should be developed. This document should contain all participants of the

safety oudits þr contacts if further information is needed. Information should be

Iogged in priority sequence.

Recommendation 4

The Police Department should be educated and involved ín reviewing development

applications and from a personal safety perspective. The police Department may

have a unique perspective on what types of crime happen ín what kinds of space.

Recommendation S

To assist the planning department, the police should develop a process in which

data on crime could be easily obtained at a site-specific level. This could be done by
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Geographical Informatìon Systems (GIS) mapping. Planners can then evaluate the

spaces in which crimes frequently occur qnd work towards improving these

environments. This approach not only addresses future developments, but also

provides site specific information on current problematic oreos so that immediate

action may be taken in the form of redesign to curb present safety deficiencies. This

is ímportant because no matter how safe we try to design our spaces from the

beginning, other factors, such as social and economic, will alwøys introduce other

conditÌons.

5.3 EDUCATION

Education is the single most effective way of incorporating the principles of design with the

actual planning of safer environments. All involved parties should be aware of the factors

that contribute to safer environments. People should not depend on city officials to review

the public safety aspect in development plans, as this would be unrealistic as only a broad

perspective of issues and concems can be dealt with at this level.

The City of Winnipeg collectively does not have formal training in the principles of crime

deterrence through physical design. The design of an unsafe environment begins early in the

planning and design stages, however, unsafe places are more difficult to detect at this time.

Designers can use building codes and by-laws to aid in their safety decision-making, but

until the building, open space or walkways has been completed, one carurot evaluate the
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other factors that impact the site, such as the social impacts or users of the space. It is easier

to cnticize an atea that is already built because all the factors have been determined and are

present' The most effective and efficient way is to develop an education base through

experience that takes into consideration as much of the physical environment as possible.

RecommendatÍon I

Over the past few years' the Toronto Safe City Commíttee has held worpshops on

personal safety These worl<shops have helped to educate planning departments,

developers, architects, designers, etc. in designing and planning safer urban

environments, particularly fo, women and children. The City of l7/innipeg should

study this process to develop a system of its own. Through workshops, pamphlets

and information booklets, tlte City of Winnipeg could provide an education bøse for
planners and designers in which they can learn how to svoid designing and

approving unsafe places. Professionals, suclt as architects and plonners, need

specific safety trainìng on design principles as part of their education process.

Responsibility þr such a program does not necessarìly høve to fall onto the city.

Thís mayføll into a private consultant as a revenue generating program. However

this is accomplished, the city should be involved in developing a terms of reference

for the worl<shops.
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Recommendøtion 2

The Faculty of Architecture a the (Jniversity of Manitoba should include ,7ersonal

sqfety through design" as en issue to be dealt with in their curriculum to educate

future planners, arcltitects, interior designers and landscape archítects. This would

start the educational process at an early stage and entrench safety issues into the

thought process of destgn. The proiects and studies that are developed from this

coursework may also be beneficial to the public and the city.

Recommendatìon 3

People need to be aware of the ffict of design and planning decisions on safety.

Further, the conseqîlences of planning decisions must be monÌtored to ascertain

which crime prevention methods work best. There shourd be an inventory

documenting all problematic qreas that have been identífied so that a ¡nowledge

base can be constructed and maintained. The information that is collected shall be

held and maintained by the Safe City Committee Coordinator or the department

within the city that deals with landuse planning. This inþrmation should be þund
in an easily accessìble location. All inþrmation that is collected should be put into

the central datqbase in the l|rinnipeg Central Librory and made easily accessible to

the public.
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5.4 DEVELOPING GUIDELINES

From the data gathered, trends, concepts and key ideas should be identified. Solutions

should be sought to address safety in design at early stages. This can be efficiently done

through quick reference guidelines. Quick references should be developed similar to

those of Toronto's

Environments.

Recommendatìon I

Guidelines should be deveroped speciJìcatty for the city of winnipeg. There must be

an understqnding that not all design guidelines can be met due to a variety of reasons.

(e'g' economics) . The intention of guide:lines is not to make strict rules so thot other

items may be compromised, but to develop on oworeness for designers and users of
space.

Recommendøtions 2

The city should create specific design guidelines with regards to parking

gqrages and surface parking, alleys, open space, transít, streets, walkways,

and building designs' These guidelines should take into consideration

Iighting, sightlines, entrapment spots, access to emergency service, site

furnìture and signage

t25
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Recommendation 3

The city should conduct an evaluqtion of other city guidelines and polictes, on a

continual basis so that are pertinent to open spoce, parking garages, surface parking,

street lighting, and overall buitding desígn to aid in the development of guidelines.

Recommendøtion 4

The guidelines that are created shourd be used by the city of wtinnípeg staff and

outside designers to aid Ìn the design process of deveropment review. These

guidelines should be in a small, easy-to-read document to aid in the evaluation of a

specific space or type of urban environment, and make these læy ideas and concepts

more accessible to those who can effect the situatíon and the design of an

environment. The Document shourd be no more than 50 pages. specìal areas of
concern should also reference where more informotion can be found on speciJic

subiects' For example, if more information is needed on lighting, information can be

obtained from the conadian standards Association or the safe city committee

Library. This Document should be written in a form similar to that of A working

by the Safe City

Committee ofToronto.

Recommendation S

That the City develop progroms speci/ìcally geared for maintenance, sttch as the

one to combat grffití in the city of Toronto, by the use of murars andpubric art.
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5.5 COMMTJNICATION

Communication is one of the most important aspects in creating a safe environment.

Identifuing a problem is.the first step. Communicating the problem to the appropriate party

for action is the second. The Safety Audit is a good tool to begin with, however, if the sole

pqpose of the safety audit is to gather information, then this defeats the purpose of the

exercise. There must be a formal communication and implementation process in which the

information gathered is circulated to the appropriate departments or persons and a timeline

is set for discussion and action. Without communication, action is impossible.

Recommendøtíon I

That the City develop a organizational chart of all significant parties wíth pertinent

input into designing a safe environment. Parties should include planners, parl<s and

recreation, public works and transportation, afected community members, the

police department, etc.

Recommendation 2

Even though the downtown is perceived as unsafe, crime statistics show that it is no

more unsafe than the outlying orror.too Facts such as this should be conveyed to

the public via inþrmation campaigns and advertising in order to reduce this

erroneous perception qnd stimulate interest and activity in the downtown. Further,

once design guidelines hqve been introduced to alleviate current sofety deficiencies,

roa 
1994 Statistical Report. Wind pipe police, 1994.
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these improvements can also be related to the citizenry. hformation received in this

manner can also be retained forfuture reference.

Recommendation 3

The City should provide a list of telephone numbers that inform the public which

department will review their complaint as promptly as possible. For example, if a

light Jixture is out, there should be a direct number to contact l4rinnipeg Hydro so

that this is promptly and fficiently dealt with. This can be done through the use of

signage, through an inþrmation pamphlet or in any city publications.

5.6 THE ECONOMICS OF CRIME

Crime costs. Not only is business hit by the reduction in traffic in unsafe areas, there are

also the costs of policing and insurance. With govemment cutbacks continuing across

Canada it is difficult to say if we can aflord to create an environment that is completely

safe. We simple cannot afford to design an environment that is without crime, but we can

educate professionals and individuals so that space can be designed or altered so that they

are as safe as economically feasible.

Recommendøtions #1

There should be economic incentives which an owner or developer will receive

when they create an environment that is safe or improve a place so thøt it becomes

sofe or safer. For example, creating activity generators in dead space such qs an
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abandoned building or o vacont lot. If a an unsqfe condition exists and is identified

through a safety audit, such as a vocant building, tax incentives or small grants

could be made ovailable to a potential developer. Further, the City couldføcilitote

partnerships amongst business groups in order to share the expenses of addressing

safety concerns where mutual interests are involved. The key aspect is to convince

local businesses of thefinancial benefits of safe environments. As crime is reduced

people are less fearful of the area and will trovel to ønd through the location more

ofien.

5,7 FURTHER RESEARCH

Further research into causes and effects of crime should be conducted in order to gain a

full understanding of a safe environment. This practicum focuses on the design aspects

of the environment with respect to safety. However, design alone cannot create a safe

environment. Other areas for research should include social aspects, the history of the

criminal and the type of crime committed, the integration of compatible uses within a

defined area, such as the downtown and the types of users and potential users in the

downtown.

Recommendøtion #1

That a study of the existing crime levels in the downtown be conducted at q micro-

Ievel. Details should include exact time qnd location of the crime. The

information is to include the weather condition, the tíme of yeor and any other
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details that can be found from the octuar porice report. These details may be

instrumental in determiníng the type of physical and social environment that cqn

best serve the downtown. Areas of high críme íncídences should be prioritized as

funding may límited

Recommendation #2

special studies of probrematic areas shourd be conducted in the þrm of safety

audits in the downtown by residents and workers. These studies or audits should

be documented and made accessible to the public.

Recommendatíon #3

social impacts and the relationship to crime statistics should be studied to gain a

further understanding of crime and the feor of crime. For exampre speciar

programs, such as keeping potential criminals off the street by developing places

to 'hang oltt" may reduce the opportunityfor crime to occur.

5.8 CONCLUSIONS F'ROM ANALYSIS

Each space is different' There is no one solution that applies for all spaces. what works for

one downtown does not necessarily work for another. space is influenced by many factors

(e'g'' social, economic, ethnic, temporal, etc.) Each factor contributes to creating an

environment that is complex and unique. Altering the physical design of an environment
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alone does not completely solve the problem of crime. Designing a space with personal

safety in mind can reduce the opportunity for crime to occur. The best \ /e can do is to leam

from our mistakes, document them carefully and educate ourselves so that we do not

continue to create unsafe environments over ærd over again.
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INTRODUCTION
The report, "A Safer Winnipeg For Women and
Children", produced by the Social Planning Council of
Winnipeg, has underscored and highlighted legitimate
concerns about personal safety in our cit¡ especially for
women and children. While a large percentage of the
population feels quite safe and secure at home or on
the street, there are people who don't share these feel-
ings. They stand at the bus stop, walk down a dark alley
or cross through a public park and feel their personal
safety is threatened.

The Safety Audit ldea
he Safety Audit Kit can link your thoughts and 

-\
concerns with people and organizations able to /
correct the conditions that jeopardize your safety.

While a park in another area might be a safe haven, the
one near your home or work might be an uncomfort-
able place. Tèll someone. Share your feelings, and those
of others, with people who have the power to make

changes.

This boolclet will show you how to gather information
and present it in a way that someone can react to and
make changes. We'll also show you how to start the
process of change by giving you ideas about whom to
call, and how to maximize benefits from your labours.
We hope this booklet is helpful.

WHERE TO SÏART
S You're not alone!

Audits don't have to involve a lot of people. You can

do an audit by yourself, if that best suits your needs.

Often, however, the very places you want to audit are

those where you feel unsafe, so it's better not to be

alone.

You can fìnd people willing to participate by:

ô talking with co-worl<ers, friends and neighbours -
they may have the same concerns;

0 tallcing wich members of social, recreational, reli-
gious or political organizations you know;

* contacting your local women's centre or a local
women's group;

0 contacting your local seniors' centre or a local
seniors'group;

ô going to your local neighbourhood watch grouP,

tenants' or residents' association;

O contacting the security department, staff or stu-
dents' union for concerns about safety.on camPuses

of colleges and universities;

I tall<ing with parents, teachers or neighbours about
safety in schools and school yards.

, tì.,-4'¡.{i1,,,.,
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/ WHAT K|ND OF AUD¡T
fu"effmAmas been broadly defined as an inspsctio_l q[ a

FL,tr."tt'rrmìi@ J öniyF you or your group will be able to decide the best kind of
audit to do given your needs, and the time and energy
you have to devote to it. The following ideas will help
you to make that decision.

. .{ìr{,' 
,[]fi, 

,.

;;ft4ffiff;*ìr.

How Big an Area Do You Want to Coverl
ometimes it's not clear how big an area you want to
audit. This is an important decision to make so that
you won't try to do too much. You may want to

start small. For example, if your concern is the neigh-
bourhood as a whole, you could:
ê do a full audit of a typical street;
O audit the entire neighbourhood from the point of view

of one or two factors such as lighting and telephones;ori
ô audit your route to and from your bus stop, or to

shopping, or to parks, schools, etc.
At work or school, you may want to focus on those
places that most concern you. These may include wash-
rooms, parking lots, stairways, tunnels, or other often iso-
lated areas.

lnvit¡ng Others to Come on the Safety
Audit

i lll.i,rr

f ì:'"{ 
''1!'ii'l;i¡ 
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,, 
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HOW TO GO ABOUT IT
ô The place to starc ¡s with your own experience.

You've decided to do an audic because you feel unsafe in

part of the city and you want co do something about it.
The idea is to gather information which you feel illus-
trates the unsafe condition and then direct ic to agencies
or individuals who can mal<e changes.

ïhe questions you're trying to answer are:

Ô "Why don't I lil<e this placel"
ê "When and why do I feel uncomfortable here?"

0 "What changes would mal<e me feel saferl"

Use a Checklist

I f ou may find it's very helpful to use a checklist of fac-

! cors to conside[ like the one provided in this l<it.This
I checl<list is based on concrete situations that are

part of our daily lives. lt's helpful because it takes in the
whole picture as well as addressing the different factors
which create an unsafe environment.

Tälcing the time to consider every item on the checklist
may help you to assess a location more fully and create an

awareness of factors which may not have occurred to you.

lf you are worl<ing with other people, the checklist can

help you to worl( together. A checlclist can also provide an

effective frameworl< to audit the location again at a later
time.

Taking notes directly onto copies of a checklist can also
help you later when it comes to organizing your com-
ments and suggestions. You will be able to group together,
for example, all of your points on "Lighting." Another
heading can be "lsolation", where you bring together
your comments about how far you have to go to get help,

whether there are enough teleplrones nearb¡ and how
lil<ely it is that other people might witness or assist you
during an incident.

hether you do the Personal Safety Audit alone or
with a group, you may want, to include others
who can help you get improvements made. Who

would you lil<e to have understand, first hand, what the
problems are? People to consider include: your neigh-
bourhood watch captain, your City Councillori the owner
or manager of a property that concerns you, or your
apartment building superintendent or tenants' association
rePresentative.

lf you decide to invite others, consider doing a practice
run of the audit before you go out with them. This wa¡
you will know exactly what you want to show them, and
you are less lil<ely to get sidetracked.

4
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\JVhen You Look at a Space, Think About
how You Use lt.
h-1 hink about the place and consider what bothers you in

I terms of real life situations: Suppose you were walk-
I ing alone there late at night? Suppose you had to wait

there for someone? ls a recessed doorway a possible
assault sitel What if you were disabled? What if you had
your children with you, or were carrying lots of packages? ls
it different in winter? or in the rain? Are there fewer people
around at different times of the year, or dayl

Ask Lots of Questions
t s /ou thinl< about the items on the checklist,
A it helps to ask yourself questions Iike the

L lones below.

l. General lmpressions

S What is your initial reaction to the place?

ô What five words best explain why you feel this wayl

2. Lighting
û ls the level of lighting good enough to let you recognize a

face at a distance of 25 metresl
S How even and uniform is the lighting? Are there areas of

light and darkness?

S How many lights are outl
S What proportion of lights are out? (e.g. Maybe only two

bulbs in your hallway are out, but if there are only three
bulbs to start with, this could present a significant risl<
factor.)

ô Are there only one or two bulbs providing light in an
areal lf yes, lighting may be inadequate when even one
bulb burns out.

ô ln waiting areas such as bus shelters at transit stops, does
lighting provide you with an adequate comfort zone to
allow you to see outside while others can see inside?

O Can you see everyth¡ng in the back seat of a parked car
prior to entry?

3.

s
Sightlines

ls it difficult to see what's up ahead due to sharp
corners, walls, hills, fences, bushes or pillarsl As you
walk through the space, are there places someone
could be hiding?

ô Would you be able to see better if transparent
materials such as glass were used instead of solid
materials?

ô lf there are surveillance cameras, are they located in
the best placesl Who monitors theml What hap-
pens if the person monitoring the area sees some-
one being harassed or assaulted?

ô Could corners be angled so that it would be easier
to see around them?

ô Should there be security mirrors to let you see
around corners?

4. Possible Assoult Sites

ô Are there any rooms that should be locked to close
off possible assault sitesl

ê Are there any areas that could be used as an assault
site (e.g. loading bays, recessed doorways, or small
garages and sheds)?

5. lsolotion - Eyu DÍstonce

ô ls it easy to predict when people will be aroundl
Could an offender believe it is unlilcely potential wit-
nesses will appearl

ô How many people are likely to be around during the
day or late at night? You mighc count the number of
women and men you see while you're out doing the
safety audit. lf you do, make a note of how long you
were out doing the audit.



6. lsoldtion - Ear Distonce
Ô How far away is an individual, such as a parking lot

attendant or the superintendent of an aPartment
building, who might hear an assault or a scream for
help?

ô How far away are other people during the da¡ or
late at night?

ô ls the area patrolled by security guards or the
policel How often?

O How close is the nearest alarm or voice intercoml

ô Where is the nearest accessible telephone?

7. Escape Routes

O How easy is it for an offender to disappear into the
surrounding neighbourhood?

ô How easy is it to choose an alternate route to
avoid a person or threatening situation?

8. Neorby Lond Uses

ê For what is nearby land used? Are there stores,
offices, restaurants, factories, or houses nearby?

ô ls there a sense that the land is owned and main-
tained, or is it a desolate, abandoned place that peo-
ple avoid?

9. Movement Predictors
S How easy is it to predict a person's movements?

ê Are there stairways, escalators, tunnels, sidewalks, or
paths that enable an assailant to predict a victim's
movementsl

ô Could an assailant target a Person, and then wait for
him or her at the end of a movement predictor
(such as a tunnel or walkway)?

ô What's at the end of tunnels and walkways, etc.?

O Are there corners, recessed doorways, or bushes
where someone could hide and wait?

I
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10. Sígns

ê Are there enough signs and maps to enable people
to find their way around easilyl Do these signs

identify exits, entrances, elevator locations, tele-
phonesl (Being unsure about where to go leaves a
person more vulnerable to sexual harassment or
assault.)

I I. Overoll Design

S ls it easy to find your way around?

ô Are there a confusing number of levelsl

ô Do you know where the entrance isl and the exits?

0 Are underground spaces, tunnels, large spaces ade-
quately equipped with phones, surveillance and an

easy exit?
ô lf you feel uncomfortable about using this space, is

there an alternate route available?

12.FactorsThat Make the Ploce More Comfortoble
ê Does the place feel cared for or abandoned? What

mal<es you feel that wayl ls this an area you think
you should avoid (e.g. is there graffiti or litter or are

there signs of vandalism)?

S Would other materials or colours improve your
sense of safety (e.g. concrete walls of a parkade
painted white for a brighter environment)?

S lf there are public washrooms, are they in good
locations or are they hidden away down some iso-
lated corridorl How easy would it be for an intrud-
er to get into the washroom unnoticed?

.3. Moìntenance
O ls the place well maintained from the point of view

of lighting, litter, broken windows, telephones, etc'?

ê ls good maintenance a high enough priority? How
long does it talce for something to be fixed after it's
reported?
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14. Safety in the Workplace
ô Do you l<now who to rePort unsafe conditions tol
S Does your worlcplace have policies on personal safetyl

I 5. I mp rov ements/Solutio ns

ê What improvemencs/solutions do you thinl< would
be appropriate?

ê Do you have any specific recommendations?

@ Can you thinl< of another place that already has the
positive features you're proposingl

Sometimes there aren't any good solutions.

Safety is a personal responsibility. This kit will help you

identify areas which are of concern to you but the solu-

tion may not always rest with someone else. An owner
of private propercy may not be obligated to follow your
recommendations. You may have to devise an alternate
solution such as avoiding the area or seelcing an alter-
nate route to remove your fear of being harmed.

Please refer to the resource list on the last pages for
information on personal safety.

i ,,,|":tl
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WHEN TO DO AN AUDIT
Audits are usually done after darl<. lt's the only way to
know if there is a problem with outdoor lighting - one
of the most important safety features. They are also
generally focused on a worst situation - the time of
day when a person is most isolated and feels least safe.

But night time may not be best. Sometimes a place
causes you more concern early in che morning, or in

the middle of the afternoon. Only you will lcnow when
is the best time to do your audit.

Also, in some cases, you may want to go bacl< to the
same place more than once. This way you can see
what itl like at different times of the da¡ or weel<, or
year. You can also checl< on how well or poorly the
place is maintained.

t0 il
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TAKE NOTES ON WHAT
YOU FIND
No matter how good your memory' you may not
remember everything, so it's important to take good

notes. Using a copy of the checklist in this book is rec-

ommended. You may need to add some items and may

not need others; using a checklist will help you take

relevant notes, and will also make it easier to organize

them. (Feel free to do it another way' such as using a

tape recorder, if that works better for you.)

Other things to consider:

ô As much as you can, try to write notes that answer

the questions on Pages 6- I 0.

ô Note the date and time of the audit, and who tool<

part. This is important if you are looking at mainte-

nance problems over a period of time.

C lf the place you're auditing is big or.complex, then

your audit and your notes should deal with one Part
ât a t¡me. For example, if you are auditing a. large

apartment complex, you may wish to com-plete a

,äp"t"t" checklist ior each floor, one for the
gråunds surrounding the apartment and for the

õarking facility. Preparing seParate checklists for
specifìc- areas ãnd then asiembling your results will
produce a manageable package that illustrates your

ton."tnt and reðommendations more clearly'

Ô Be as specific as possible about locations' ln some

."r"r, y'ou can do this by using an exi.sting number-

ing system. For example, in many buildings.there is a

nütb"t on every door or stairway. Underground
parking lots often number each parkinS. sPot' You

t.n url" these numbering systems to identify pre-

cisely the area about which you are commentinS'

S Write down any questions or concerns that you

have. Even if you have no recommendations or
solutions, other people may have the answers'

ô Look over your notes a day or two later to see if
they still tâke t"nt". Would someone who didn't

takä part in the audit understand what you mean?

lf not, try to mal<e your notes clearer.

Other Tips
ê Consider taking a flashlight.

S Your notes will photocopy betcer if you use a red or
black pen or marker instead of a blue one.

O You may wish to consider talcing a camera' lt's a
good idäa to write down the number of each photo
ãnd where and when it was tal<en'

Ç Consider talcing notes or using your camera to doc-

ument positive features as well as problem areas'

It can be very useful to be able to contrast Sood
and bad examples of the same factor when present-

ing your recommendations.

ô lf you feel comfortable, you may wish to talk to Peo.-

plä you meet during the audit. lntroduce yourself'
Tell ihem that you are looking at safety in the area

and would like to know what they think and what

changes they might lil<e to see. Recognize that a

p"ttób¡ especially a woman or a child who is alone,

*ay unáerttandably be reluctant to tall< to you'
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AFTER THE AUDIT
After you've done the audit, you'll have a lot of infor-
mation and a lot of ideas about changes you'd lilce to
see. Condense your material into a letter or report.
Attaching copies of the checklist will show how you
reached your conclusions. At this point, you may want
to go directly to the people responsible for the safety
and security of the place you've audited, or you may
want to talk to others who share your concerns.

Who Can Help?

f, n important aspect of identifying a safety concern

A ¡r determining who is responsible. For example
,[ ldoes the solution lie with a private owner or a

management firm? ls it an issue for a City or Provincial
Department? lf you're not sure who is responsible for
the place, a good person to tall< to is your local
Councillor. Call or write a letter. You might want to
asl< for a meeting. Most agencies have resource per-
sonnel to assist with public inquiries. The Safe City
Committee can assist you. The Resources section of
the audit kit may also help.

Getting in Touch lVith the People
Who are Responsible
Ã all them or write them about the audit. Tell them

I about the problems you've found, and ask them
\J to tell you what they can do about the problems
and your suggestions, and how soon.

Safety audits are a contemporary idea. They have
helped both individuals and groups identify places and
environments that make them feel uncomfortable
about their personal safety. By following the guidelines
in this pamphlet (in combination with your own unique
ideas), you can carefully examine locations and identify
improvements or changes that may raise the level of
safety in the area. This lcit is not intended to be the

t4
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solution to combating crime. lts purpose is to help
establish a foundation for developing solutions to
problems and to underscore the need for a calculated
and reasonable personal safety strategy. Governments,
corporations, social institutions and many private citi-
zens have shown a great willingness to ParticiPate in

malcingWinnipeg a safe place. A safety audit provides a

real opportunity for individuals or SrouPS to develop
their ideas into practical solutions aimed at mal<ing

their community safer.

We must realize, however, thac some problems are not
easy to solve. ln some cases, avoiding threatening and

uncomfortable places may be the wisest choice.

The Safe City Committee wishes to conclude witlr one
final suggestion; arm yourself with the power of
lcnowledge. The Resource List contained within this
booklet offers a wide selection of groups and organiza-
tions which can provide crime prevention and personal
safety information. We urge you to mal<e use of the
help and information that is offered. These organiza-
tions are committed to malcing our City safer for
everyone.

t5
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SAFETY AUDIT CHECKTIST

E ourooons E lxooons
GENERAT AREA:

SPECIFIC LOCATION:

Date: 

- 

Day:

REASON FOR AUDITING THE AREA:

Time:

AUDITED BY:

I. Generol fmpressions

Your initial reactionsl

What 5 words best describe the site or structure?

2. Lighting
lmpression of lighting:

I u"ry poot

E gooa

E too darl<

ls the lighting even?

Ey"r Eno
How many lights are out?

E poor I satisfactory

I ve.y good

E too bright

What proportion of lights are out?

Are you able to identify a face 25 metres awayl

Ey". Eno
Other comments:

l6

Do you know where/whom to call if lights are out, broken,

not yet turned on?

Ey"t Eno
Outdoors: ls the lighting obscured by trees or bushes?

Ey"t Eno
How well does the lighting illuminate pedestrian walkways

and sidewalksl

E u"ry poorly E poo.ly E satisfactorily

f] well E very well

How clearly does
mapsl

I u".y poorly

E well

Other comments:

the lighting illuminate directional signs or

E poorly I satisfactorily

n very well

l7



3. Sightlines
Can you clearly see what's up aheadl

lf no, why notl

lndoors:

Outdoors:

f sharp corners I walls

I pillars f other

f] bushes l-l fences
ñ

I r'itt l-l other

Are there places someone could be hidingl

Ey"t [no
lf yes, where?

Ey"t Eno

What would make it easier to see?

E tr.ntP"."nt materials, such as glass

f, angled corners f, security mirrors

Ü tr¡mmed bushes E tno* cleared

I vehicles moved

Other comments:

4. Possible Assoult Sites

lndoors: Are there emPty rooms that should be locl<edl

Ey", Üno
Are there small, well-defined areas?

5. lsolotio n - EYeDistonce

At the time of your audit, does the area feel isolatedf

Ey"t Eno
How many people are lilcely to be around?

ln the early morning:

E non" E afew E several E t"nY

During the daY:

Enonu Eafew Eseveral Et"ny
ln the evening:

E non" E afew E sev"ral I t"nY

Late at night (after l0 P.m.):

E non" Ü afew E seve'al E *tny

ls it easy to predict when people will be aroundl

Ey"t Üno
ls there a monitor or surveillance systeml

E stairwells

E lockers

E unlocked closets

Outdoors: Are there small, confìned areas where a Person

could be hidden from view?

E b"t*""n garbage bins

E unlocked equipment, utility shed or garage

I alley or lanewaY

Tl construction site

E recessed doorwaYs or

[--l elevators

Other comments:

Ü recessed doorwaY

Ey"t Eno
Other comments:

t8

6. lsolation - Ear Distonce

How far away is the nearest Person to hear a call for help?

E don't l<now tr
How far away is the nearest emergency service such as an

alarm, security personnel, crisis telephonef

E don't know Ü
Can you see a telephone, or a sign directing you to emer-

gency assistancel

Ey"t Eno
ls the area patrolledl

E y", E no E don't l<now

lf yes, how frequentlY? [ everY hour

Ú on." per afternoon/evening E don't know

feet/metres

Other comments:

feetJmetres

t9



7. Escope Routes
Can you fìnd an escape route?

Ey"t Eno
How easy would it be for an offender to disappear?

E u".y ""ry E quite easy E no, very easy

ls there more than one exitl

E y"t E no E don't l<now

Other comments:

8. Neorby Lond Uses

What is the surrounding or nearby land used for?

E rto.", E off¡ces f] rurtru.rnt,

E factories E residential houses and streets

E busy traffìc E heavity treed/wooded area

E river bank ü parking lots E don't know

Can you identify who owns or maintains nearby land?

Ey"t Eno
lmpressions of how nearby land is maintained:

E uury poo. fJ poo. l-l satisfactory

E gooa E verygood

9. Movement Predictors
How easy is it to predict a person's movementsl (e.g., route)

I u"ry "rry E somewhat obvious

f no *.y of knowing

ls there an alternative well-lit and frequently travelled route

or path availablef

E y"t E no ff don't know

Can you tell what is at the other end of the path, tunnel or
wall<wayl

fJ y"t E no

Are there corners, alco'¡es, or bushes where someone
could hidel

Ey"t Eno
Other comments:

10. Signs
ls there a sign (i.e. room number, building name, street
name) identifying where you aref

E y"' fl no

lf no, are there directional signs or maps nearby which can

help you identify where you are?

E y"t f] no

Are there signs which show you where to get emergency

assistance?

Ey"t Eno
Are there signs which direct you to wheelchair access?

Ey"t E no

Do exit doors identiff where they lead?

Ey"t Eno
ls there information posted describing the hours during
which the building is open?

Ey"s [no

20

lmpression of overall signage:

f u"ry poo,. E poo.

E gooa f verygood

Other comments:

I satisfactory

2t



I l. Overall Design
lmpressions of overall design:

I u"ry poo. E poort E satisfactory

E gooa f] very food

lf you weren't familiar with the audit site, would it be easy to
find your way around?

Ey"t Eno
Does the place "mal<e sense"l

Eyut Eno
ls the place too spread out?

Ey"t E no

Are there a confusing number of levelsl

Ey"t Eno
Other comments:

12. FoctorsThat Make the Pldce More Humon
Does the place feel cared for?

Ey"t Eno
Does the place feel abandonedl

Eyut Eno
ls there graffìti on the walls?

Eyut Eno
ln your opinion are there racist or sexist slogans/signs/

images on the walls?

Ey"t Eno
Are there signs of vandalism?

Ey"t Eno
Would other materials, tones, textures or colours improve

your sense of safety?

13. Maìntenonce
lmpressions of maintenance:

I u"ry poo' E poor I satisfactory

E gooa I very good

ls there litter lying around?

fJ yut E no

Do you know to whom maintenance concerns should be

reported?

Ey"t Eno
From your experience, how long do minor repairs, such as

replacing light bulbs, generally tal<e?

I one day E within one week

E fror l-3 weel<s f] rnot" than 3 weeks

Eyut E no

Other comments:

E don't know

Other comments:

|,4. lmprovernents
What improvements would you like to seef

22

Do you have any specifìc recommendations?

23
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RESOURCES
City of Winnipeg
Safe City Committee
Police Service/Community Relations

Crimestoppers..
Transit Department. ......986-5694

Winnipeg Hydro
City Ombudsman
General lnquiry
(will connect you with other city departments including Health,
Parks and Reéreation, Community Planning and Development, and

Streets andTransportation as well as the City Councillor for your
area)

Province of Manitoba
Citizens' lnquiry Service

Office of the Ombudsman
Residential Tenancies Branch

786-8477(TrPS)

986-3732
986-6372

986-2270
986-564 I

986-2t71

945-3744
786-6483
945-2476
474-4090

Other Community Resources
Citizens for Crime Àwareness lnc.

District #2
District #3 .................. 694-5335
East KildonaniTranscona .................663-4062
St. Boniface/St.Vital ............ ...............237-959 I

Ft. Rouge/River Heights
Pembina/University
Charleswood

Age and Opportunity. ..947-11276

Crisis lntervention Line - Klinic
Community Health Centre

Domestic Abuse Resource Servlces:
Toll-free Province-wide Crisis Line:

24 hours....... .... l-800-362-3344
Local Winnipeg Crisis Line:

24 hours

Evolve, Klinic Community Health Centre........... ......784-407 0
Fort Garry Women's Resour-ce Centre ....................269-6836

,837-3672

74

ll<we-Widdjiitiwin
lmmigrant Women's Association of Manitoba..........9B9-5800
Ma MawiWi Chi ltati Centre ..............774-6531

452-6698
269-7099
896-1482

North End Women's Centre
Osborne House
Pluri-Elles Centre de Femmes... ..........233- 1735

Women's Advocacy Program........ .......945-685 I

Women in Second Stage Housing (WISH)...............275-2600

786-8686

942-30s2

772-0303

s89-7347
942-3052
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APPENDIX B: SAFETY AUDIT QUESTIONS City of Toronto
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Lighting

What to look for when evaluating lighting:

1. Minimum Standards
If the place is intended to be used at night does the light allow visibility?
Are pedestrian pathways, laneways, access routes in outdoor public spaces lit
to the minimum standard recommended by the CSA of 0.4 foot-candles?

2. Consistency of Lighting
Is the lighting consistent, in order to reduce the contrast between shadows and

illuminated areas?

3. Proper Placement of Lighting
Does the street lighting shine on Pedestrian pathways and possible entrapment

spaces rather that on the road or in people's windows?
Does lighting take into account vegetation, including mature trees, and other
potential impediments?

4. fmproper tighting
Can paths and spaces not intended for night time use remain to avoid giving a
false impression of use?

5. Protection of lighting
Are the light fixtures protected from casual vandalism by means such as wired
glass or a lantern-style holder?

6. Maintenance
Are lighting fixtures maintained in a clean condition and promptly replaced i
burnt out or broken? Who is responsible for changing the light and how do

you contact them?
7. Planning for Night Time Use

Do architects' drawings or any other material produced by the developer take
into account that the space will be in use at night? Architects drawings should

speciff night time use, and should include the position and quantity and type
of lighting.

A. Special considerations of Underground and multi-storey parking garages

and surface parking
8. Is the garage lit to a minimum standard of f,rve foot-candles? Are light
fixtures protected from breakage by some means such as wired glass? Is the

light consistent? Does the colour of the walls allow the lighting to be used

effrciently (ie. is it painted white or some other light colour? Is the lighting in
the parking lot adequate to see into the back seat ofthe car before entering? Is
lighting consistent or does it produce deep shadows?

B. Special considerations of open spâce

10. If the park is intended for night use, are the paths and potential entrapment

areas lit to street level?
C. Special considerations of alleys and laneways
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11. Is the lighting of laneways offmain streets at the same quality as the street

lighting?

Sightlines:

What to look for:

1. Sharp Corners
Are sharp "blind" corners avoided, especially on stairs or in corridors where

movement can be predicted?

Can sudden changes of grade on pathways that reduce sightlines be avoided or
ameliorated?

2. Permeable Barriers
Are bamiers along paths visually permeable when possible?

3. Especially problematic places

Is special care for visibility taken into account in spaces where risk to personal

safety is perceived to be high, such as stairwells of parking garages, Iobby
entrances to high-rise buildings and laundry rooms?

4. ImprovingSightlines
In spaces or paths where sightlines are impeded, can hardware be added to
make it easier to see, such as security mirrors?

5. Future sightlines impediments
Are landscaping features which could, in their maturity, serve as screens or
barriers to an unimpeded view along pathways be avoided?

A. Special considerations of open space

6. Can you see in the park from the street or the surounding offrce buildings?
Are landscape elements chosen and maintained so that they do not block
sightlines from the street, along paths or from light fixtures?

B. Special considerations of alleys and laneways
2. Sightlines/avoiding entrapment spots

Are laneways straight, with more than one entrance?

Movement Predictors

What to Look for:

1. Elimination of movement predictors
Can movement predictors be eliminated rather than attempting costly
improvements?

2. Sightlines
Can a pedestrian see what is in a tunnel and what is at the end of it? Mirrors at

corners that one can not see around and transparent doors at entrance ways

may help visually.
3. Lighting
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Is the lighting in the space adequate and consistent, avoiding pools or
shadows? If natural lighting is possible is it used? Do wall and ceiling

materials help to reflect light?
4. ffardware

Can emergency telephones, intercoms or video cameras be added? Who is
viewing them? Is the means to summon help well-signed?

5. Alternative night route
Is there an alternative well lit and frequently traveled route that can be

indicated at the entrance?

6. Juxtaposition of movement predictor and entrapment spot
Is there an entrapment spot or isolated area within 50-100 m. of the end of the

movement predictor? If so, can it be modified?

Entrapment Spots

What to look for:

1. Is there an entrapment spot adjacent to the main pedeshian routes (e.g. storage

area, hidden below or above grade, private dead-end alley)? Can it be

eliminated?
2. Can the area be closed off or locked during off hours? Can, for instance, the

stairwell to a locked building be locked as well?
3. Are there deadlocks for storage areas off pedestrian routes? Is there limited

access to loading docks or other restricted areas?

4. If an entrapment area is unavoidable, is it well lit and are there aids to visibility
such as convex mirrors?

Ears and Eye Isolation

What to look for :

1. Informal surveillance routes
Do building windows overlook pedestrian routes? Are blank facades avoided

at street level?
2. Especially problematic routes

Are routes to and from parking garages overlooked?

3. Ilardware to amelÍorate isolation
Is there as telephone, emergency telephone or alarm and is it adequately

signed?
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Mixed Land Use

What to lookfor:

Activity Generators

\ilhat to look for:

1. Complementary uses

Are there complimentary uses, especially in potentially isolated areas?

2. Complementary users

Are users complementary? (Thinking about who is going to use the space and

how is important when planning activities)
3. Reinforcing activity generators

Are activity generators located along and "active edge" or along one or two
pedestrian paths in large parks or on the boundary of large developments?

4. Design for programming activity mix Do planning and design provide

opportunities for enhanced progtamming, such as cultural and recreational

programs in parks or nature walks at night to encourage people to use and

"own" public space?

5. Grade level activity
Are uses at grade level in high and medium density districts?

A. Specific recommendations for the centre of the city
B. Special considerations of open space

6. Informal surveillance through generating street-related evening activity
Do commercial buildings have retail street frontages? Are commercial uses

that are open late such as restaurants and theatres encouraged at street level?

Do these retail uses have glass walls fronting main street or are their sidewalk

patios adjacent to the street? Are street vendors and street entertainers

encouraged in the CBD?

1. Compatible mixed uses

Are the uses compatible to encourage activity, informal surveillance and

contact among people during the day and evening? Is the purpose in mixing
uses to provide adequate and appropriate services to the primary users of the

development?
Scale
Is the scale of the development consistent with its neighbours?

Balancing "negative" land uses

How might nearby land uses considered negative be balanced by positive

measures? Bars and video arcades are inevitable elements of urban life. The

question is how other land uses might be added or modified that would help

address the discomfort. Would the bar be less of a prominent feature of the

street if there were more restaurants, or if its outdoor advertising was toned

down?

2.

3.
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7. Range of activities
Are downtown parks planned for a range of activities, even if they are

intended, in the main, for passive use?

C. Special considerations of downtown retail
8. Formal surveillance

After regular work hours, does management monitor who enters the office

building? Is parking a consideration of design?

9. Clustering Stores
Are stores that are open late clustered together to help keep formal surveillance

among them?

Sense of Ownership/Maintenance

What to lookfor:

. Finding Help, Signage and Other Information

:

, What to look for:

1. Maintenanceemergencies
For a maintenance emergency, such as a broken lock, door or window, is a
phone number to call prominently posted?

2. Maintenance priorities
i. Are sexist, homophobic and other graff,rti promptly removed from walls and

sidewalks either by the owner of the properly?

ii. Is litter picked up and are repairs prompt?

iii. Is imagination used to solve vandalism problems, eg. wall murals where

walls are subject to constant graffTti, formalizing an informal pathway?

A. Special considerations of alleys and laneways

3. Is the maintenance of public and private laneways strictly enforced?

.j
.J. I

'ii

1

3.

Sign design
Are signs large (identifiable as directional signs from at least 20 metres) and

extremely legible?
Do signs use strong colours, standard symbols (for washroom, telephone,

information, help), and simple graphics?

Sign location
Are signs strategically located at entrance ways and near activity nodes (e.g.

intersections of corridors or paths)? Do they indicate where to go for assistance

or help, where there are telephones and washrooms and where the nearest'safe

place' (e.g busy street) is located?

Maintenance
Do signs indicate how to repoú maintenance or vandalism problems for an

area and of the sign itself?
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4.

5.

6.

Maps
In large parks and buildings are 'take-along' maps and leaflets available

containing information appropriate to the different needs of various groups

users?

Main routes
On the ground of large buildings or sets of buildings, is the main pedestrian

route indicated as such, and are routes which lead off the main route towards

more isolated places indicated?

Exit signs
Where exits are closed after hours, is this indicated at the entrance to the

route?

Overall Design

What to look for:

1.

,,

Importance in qualitY and beautY

Is the environment one in which a person can enjoy?

Legibility
Is the design legible: are the entrances and exits, the places to find people and

the places to find services, such as washrooms or phones, obvious to a

pedestrian visiting a place for the first time?

Avoid ambiguity
Does the design of the space make clear the purpose of the space? Are unused

and unusable "dead spaces" avoided?

Special considerations of pedestrian tunnels and overpasses

Avoidance of the necessity for grade separation

Is the tunnel, underpass, or overpass necessary; that is. are there no

alternatives? If there are overuiding reasons why a tunnel should continue to

exist, are there signs at each end indicating where the tunnel leads, and any

alternative route to using the tunnel, during offhours?

Closure of tunnel after hours

Is the tunnel leading to places which are not open 24 hours (eg. an

underground shopping mall) kept locked when these places are not open? Do

signs at street level indicate the hours when a tunnel is open and an alternative

route?
Dimensions
Are new tunnels at least twelve feet in width and ten feet in height? This

avoids the claustrophobic quality of some tunnels, and allows a quick tum-

around in the case of an emergencY?

Ävoidance of sharP corners¡

Is the tunnel straight and without recesses? If it is necessary that the tunnel

take a turn of more than 60 degrees, is there a full-length minor placed so that

the pedestrians can see around the corner?

Formal surveillance

3.

A.
4.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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7.

B.
5.

6.

If th"tm*t it more than 100 feet long, is there an emergency telephone or

some other alarm device? This should be paid for and maintained by the

developer.
Activity generators
If the tunnel is long and well-used during some point in the day, can a set

self-supporting activity generators help make them safer?

Entrance to tunnel
Is the entrance and exit of a tunnel visible from stores and/or residences or

from frequent Pedestrian trafftc?

Speciat considerations of alleys and laneways

Cïanging use of laneways: Is it possible to transform laneways into pedestrian

streets or linear Parks?
Intensification
Where housing and work sheds can be built in laneways, is the

entr¿rnce of laneway housing visible from the street, or failing that,

from the windows or other buildings?
































